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1 Introduction

Many intermediary markets are experiencing a trend towards increased downstream concen-

tration. An apparent example is the emergence of large retail chains in the grocery industry

in particular, and in the markets for consumer goods in general. In the Norwegian food

industry, e.g., today as much as 99.3 percent of the trade is carried out by four nationwide

chains: Norgesgruppen ASA, Ica Norge AS, Coop Norge AS and Rema 1000 AS (The Nordic

Competition Authorities (2005)). This is exceptional by European standards, but the gen-

eral trend of increased concentration is observable in markets all over the EU;the number

of shops per inhabitant has been steadily declining, and the size of both supermarkets and

retail chains are growing.

These structural trends are accompanied by more general changes in consumer habits:

Consumers act more on impulse when doing their shopping �and to minimize travel costs and

the amount of time spent, they favour �fewer, one-stop shopping trips�.1 Both tendencies

add to the signi�cant market power that retailers often enjoy at their outlets.

It is expected that these developments should contribute to the retailers� buying power

vis-à-vis their suppliers, here de�ned as the ability of big retailers or retail chains to obtain

price discounts from manufacturers. Hence, it has encouraged investigations by competition

authorities and economists on 1)the creation of buyer power, 2)its (short-term)e¤ects on

retail prices, and 3)its (long-term)e¤ects on suppliers� incentives.

This thesis adds to the �rst and latter category of this literature. That is, we are mainly

interested in investigating the e¤ect of increased buyer power on the suppliers� investment

incentives. This can not be done, however, without �rst explaining how the buyers may

obtain price discounts from their suppliers � i.e., we have to explain the sources of buyer

power before we can say something about its consequences.

1In a study by the Retail Institute of Scandinavia (1997), it is found that as much as 75 percent of total
purchases in the Nordic retail shops are decided after arrival at the shop. (Source: The Nordic Competition
Authorities (2005))
On the tendency towards one-stop shopping, see OECD (1999).
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The part of the literature that is seeking to explain the creation of buyer power is very

heterogenous, in that there exists no single coherent theoretical framework for how transac-

tions are carried out between suppliers and buyers (Battigalli, Fumagalli and Polo (2006)).

The models di¤er in both how prices are set, and in how contracts are formulated.2

It is recognized, however, that contracts between suppliers and buyers in intermediary

markets often are determined by bargaining. Most of the literature on buyer power therefore

relies on theories of bargaining. We will review the most important of these theories in

Section 3 of this thesis.

The second category of the buyer power literature explores whether an increase in buyer

power may result in positive short-term welfare e¤ects. The idea is that big buyers may be

able to use their countervailing power to extract price discounts from dominant suppliers,

and that these discounts are (partially)passed on to consumers in form of lower �nal prices.

The theory that the countervailing power of big buyers may bene�t consumers by mitigating

the market power of dominant manufacturers, was �rst expressed by Galbraith (1952).

Traditionally, with a basis in the Galbraith theory, buyer power has entered as an ef-

�ciency defence in the competition authorities� handling of merger cases.3 Firms merge

locally or cross-border to cut costs, set free purchasing synergies, reduce competition, and to

be able to take on greater risk in their business opportunities. Finally, they may merge to

gain leverage in negotiations with their suppliers �that is, to create buyer power or buyer

countervailing power. Importantly, the latter e¤ect of increased buyer power may be a direct

or indirect consequence of the former e¤ects.

The increased market power of big buyers will lead to higher prices, ceteris paribus.

However, it is argued that the potential for cost reductions may bene�t consumers through

lower �nal prices. Hence, the creation of buyer power may be presented as a defence for

mergers in the retailing sector. Furthermore, the presence of countervailing power may also

be presented as a defence in cases following mergers between suppliers;if there are strong

buyers amongst the supplier�s customers, the countervailing power of these buyers may lessen

the potential adverse anticompetitive e¤ects of increased market power at the supplier level.

It should be noted that formal studies on these e¤ects are so far inconclusive. In fact,

the notion that buyer power may bene�t consumers because discounts obtained from the

suppliers are passed on, is theoretically sustainable only as long as retailer-supplier contracts

2Prices may be determined either by bargaining, auctions, or by the intersection of supply and demand
in a market interface.
Contracts may di¤er in both the type of tari¤s used and in the type of conditions that are included.
3See Inderst and Sha¤er (2005)for a presentation of the role of buyer power in merger control.
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are ine¢cient �that is, as long as they consist of a per unit wholesale price only.

Lately there has been a shift in focus, however;antitrust authorities have become in-

creasingly worried about the prospect for negative long term welfare e¤ects of increased

buyer power. The concern is that the ability of big buyers to squeeze the margins of their

manufactures may translate into reduced R&D activity at the supplier level (see European

Commission (1999)). The dynamic e¤ects of increased buyer power have so far received little

attention by economists. Yet, the shift in focus has encouraged a small but growing literature

on the subject. A signi�cant part of it is reviewed in Section 4 of this paper.

If the dynamic welfare e¤ects of increased buyer power are negative, in that it reduces the

amount invested in new technologies and products at the supplier level, then surely the buyer

power e¢ciency defence ought to be balanced against these prospective negative e¤ects.

To predict how increased buyer power may a¤ect a supplier�s incentives is not as straight-

forward as it may seem at the outset, however. Even though a stronger buyer is able to acquire

a larger share of the realized pro�t by obtaining price discounts, it is not for certain that

he also is able to acquire a larger share of the incremental pro�t following an investment.

Depending on the nature of the buyer�s countervailing power, the creation of it might either

lessen or strengthen the supplier�s incentives, as we will see.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a short presentation

of the ideas of buyer power and buyer countervailing power. Section 3 examines the most

important theories used in economic models of bargaining. Section 4 reviews existing theories

on buyer power and suppliers� incentives, while Section 5 presents a new model that hopefully

�lls a gap in this literature. Section 6 sums up and discusses the results from the previous

sections, and identi�es areas open for further work. Section 7 concludes.
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2 The Concept of Buyer Power

The term countervailing power4 was �rst used by Galbraith (1952)to describe the ability of

big buyers to obtain price discounts from their suppliers. According to Galbraith�s theory,

buyer power is a good thing, because it may contribute to a lessening of the adverse anti-

competitive e¤ects of increased market power at the supplier level. A critical assumption is

that these price concessions are passed on to consumers in form of lower �nal prices.

Galbraith used as examples both the US grocery industry, where nationwide retail chains

deal with large food producers, and the big industrial buyers in the automobile industry that

are buying steel from big steel producers, etc.

The notion of countervailing power was, and is, disputed, because it was not supported

by a rational explanation for why the buyers would pass on the gains obtained to their

customers.

...we may say the Galbraith�s notion of countervailing power is a dogma, not a

theory. It lacks a rational development and must be accepted or rejected without

reference to its unstated logical antecedents. Dogmas can be true, and every man

knows many things he cannot fully explain;so the characterization of dogma does

not constitute a rejection of Galbraith�s position �and may even commend it to

some persons. (Stigler (1954)p. 10)

The central defect in the theory of countervailing power is that it cannot

explain why the customers bene�ts ... All it can do is explain how the possessors

of countervailing power might force the possessors of original power to give them

"a share in the rewards". (Whitney (1953)p. 239)

Even if an increase in buyer power ultimately may bene�t �nal customers, by lowering the

resale price, the theory rises another question about the consequences for the manufacturers

4The terms "buyer power"and buyer "countervailing power"are used interchangeably in the literature.

5
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incentives: The theory states that the creation of countervailing power leads to a redistribu-

tion of wealth in favour of the buyers. So what then is the e¤ect of redistributing wealth away

from the agents that are the primary executors of R&D activities, the producers, towards

the agents that ultimately may just be (re)selling the products?This is the question we will

try to answer in this thesis.

To answer the latter, however, we have to investigate what exactly are the sources of the

buyer power that Galbraith describes. Galbraith does not presents any clear explanation

himself, but states that

...Countervailing power, as a restraint on market power, only operates when

there is a relative scarcity of demand. Only then is the buyer important to the

seller and this is an obvious prerequisite for bringing his power to bear on the

market power of the seller. If buyers are plentiful, that is, if supply is small in

relation to current demand, the seller is under no compulsion to surrender to

the bargaining power of any customer. The countervailing power of the buyer,

however great, disappears with an excess of demand. (p. 136)

Hence, he assumes that when they are just a few, the buyers will obtain bargaining power

vis-à-vis their manufacturers, and further, that a relative scarcity of demand is a prerequisite.

The argumentation is somewhat vague, however, and not su¢cient for our purpose.

Yet, economic theory has since come up with a number of explanations for how buyer

power may arise.

The Textbook View

The standard approach to the concept of buyer power rests on the idea that dominant buyers

are able to strategically withhold demand, and hence reduces the market clearing price in

the upstream market. This is what we can call the monopsony model of buyer power, which

assumes that there exists a market interface operating between suppliers and buyers (Inderst

and Sha¤er (2005)). It is assumed that suppliers are competitive, and that there exists both

an aggreagate supply and demand curve, the intersection of which determines the market

clearing wholesale price. Using the Cournot model, this produces the standard result that

when �rms merge in the downstream market, they will strategically reduce their supply of

goods �hence, aggregate demand in the upstream market is reduced, and the market clearing

price will fall. This bene�ts all the downstream �rms, as they all buy their inputs at the

same uniform market clearing price.
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This may be a poor model of how transactions occur between upstream and downstream

�rms, however, as real life upstream markets often are highly concentrated, and as supply

contracts often are determined by bilateral negotiations between buyers and suppliers. If

contracts are negotiated, it opens the possibility for the supplier charging its buyers with

di¤erent input prices, according to the buyers� relative strength in the negotiations.

The Bargaining Interface

The alternative approach, which is applied in most of the new literature on buyer power,

assumes that prices are determined by bilateral negotiations between suppliers and buyers.

This is probably also more in line with Galbraith�s original argumentation.

There are a number of reasons for why big buyers may be provided with more leverage

in the negotiations with their suppliers than small buyers. It may be that big buyers have

better outside options, and that they therefore are able to threaten the supplier into giving

them a discount. E.g., if a big buyer is equipped with a better alternative supply options

than a small buyer, he may be able to credibly threaten to switch to this alternative source

of supply. This might be the case if big buyers are able to sponsor entry into the industry

(Fumagalli and Motta (2000)), or if it is pro�table for the big buyer to incur a relatively high

set-up cost to become its own source of supply (Katz (1987), Inderst and Wey (2005a)).

The latter argument is certainly actual, since big retail chains increasingly are resorting to

private labels (or store-brands)and hence in many instances are becoming their own source

of supply.

It may also be that a supplier facing a big buyer has a poorer �status quo point�than

a supplier facing several small buyers. The status quo point, in the bargaining literature

often referred to as the threat point or the disagreement point, is here de�ned as the sup-

plier�s status as he enters into the negotiations with the buyer. If the downstream market is

completely concentrated, and consists only of a single monopolist buyer, the supplier enters

the negotiations with nothing. That is, if the negotiations with the buyer break down, the

supplier is left with zero (or negative)pro�t. While if the supplier instead is faced with

several small buyers, when the negotiations with one of them break down, he can still sell his

product to the remaining buyers. The latter is believed to improve the supplier�s position in

the negotiations.

Another theory is that big buyers merely are better negotiators than smaller buyers �

i.e., that they simply have more "bargaining strength". The fraction of the incremental
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surplus that a player is able to extract in the negotiations, is what the bargaining literature

refers to as the player�s bargaining power. That is, in axiomatic models of bargaining, a

player�s bargaining power is simply a parameter, or a sharing rule, that decides how much

of the negotiated pie the player is able to appropriate. Nothing is said, however, about what

decides this parameter, and often it is just taken to be exogenously given. Yet, strategic

models of bargaining has o¤ered som insights that may shed light on what determines the

players� relative bargaining strength: One result is that a player�s bargaining power increases

with his relative �patience�. E.g., in a two-person bargaining game consisting of a series of

alternating o¤ers, a patient player is able to extract more of the incremental surplus than a

player that behaves impatient (Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1986)).

No theory in the Industrial Organization literature on buyer power has so far come up

with an explanation for why large buyers may behave more patient than small buyers, even

though this argument may sound intuitive. Yet, if a buyer accounts for a large fraction of the

supplier�s pro�t, and if the supplier is �nancially fragile, then one might expect the supplier

to behave impatient in the negotiations with this buyer (Inderst and Sha¤er (2005)). This

argument remains to be formalized.

An alternative theory, perhaps more plausible, is that a player�s bargaining power may be

determined by his relative risk aversion. A result, again from the non-cooperative bargaining

literature, is that a risk averse player will receive a smaller fraction of the pie than a risk

neutral player. Applied to the concept of buyer power, we know that there is more risk

involved for the supplier when dealing with a big buyer than when negotiating with several

small buyers �simply because the big buyer accounts for a larger fraction of the supplier�s

total pro�t than any small buyer does. Hence, the supplier may be willing to pay the big

buyer a relatively high �risk premium�to avoid the eventuality that the negotiations break

down. The validity of this argument is however depending upon us giving a reasonable ex-

planation for why �rms might behave risk averse �which certainly is not always a reasonable

assumption.

*

We will not exhaust the argumentation in this section, and rather return to it in more

detail in Section 3 and 4. Su¢ce it to say, however, that the downstream market structure,

and the relative size of the buyers, may a¤ect the outcome of supplier-buyer negotiations in

one way or another. Before we can elaborate, a more detailed examination of the bargaining

theory is called for. This is the topic of the next section.



3 The Bargaining Problem

Because of the complexity of real life bargaining situations and the myriad of factors that may

a¤ect the outcome in one way or another, the bargaining problem has challenged economists

for decades. However, the game theoretic problem could be described very easily. Nash

(1950)introduced it as follows:

A two-person bargaining situation involves two individuals who have the oppor-

tunity to collaborate for mutual bene�t in more than one way ... no action by

one of the individuals without the consent of the other can a¤ect the well-being

of the other one ... the two individuals are highly rational, ... each can accurately

compare his desires for various things, ... they are equal in bargaining skill, ...

each has full knowledge of the tastes and preferences of the other (p. 155).

Whereas Rubinstein�s (1982)de�nition goes:

Two individuals have before them several possible contractual agreements. Both

have interests in reaching agreement but their interests are not entirely identical.

What "will be"the agreed contract, assuming that both parties behave rationally?

(p. 97)

Nash and Rubinstein�s de�nitions are similar, yet they approached the bargaining prob-

lem in very di¤erent ways: Nash (1950)suggested an axiomatic approach, while Rubinstein

resorted to a strategic model of alternating o¤ers. However, these approaches are interde-

pendent, as we will see. I will now look at them in turn.

3.1 Nash�s axiomatic approach

The axiomatic approach consists of setting out a range of properties that one thinks all

bargaining outcomes should share, and then identifying a "value"or "rule"that inherits all

9
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of these properties. Nash himself stated �ve axioms initially in his 1950-paper (added two in

his 1953-paper, however they are not important here), and then proved that the maximization

of the Nash product (exp. (1)below)is the only solution that satis�es all of these axioms.

Nash�s �ve axioms can be stated like this:

1. Uniqueness. For every game there should be a unique solution (u�
1
; u�
2
) in U (the set of

possible solutions)that is distributed to the players.

2. E¢ciency.No point (u0
1
; u0
2
) in U should (weakly)dominate (u�

1
; u�
2
). That is, if u0

1
> u�

1

and u0
2
> u�

2
then either (u0

1
; u0
2
) = (u�

1
; u�
2
) or (u0

1
; u0
2
) =2 U . This axiom simply states

that if there are points in the set of possible solutions that are Pareto preferred to the

point (u�
1
; u�
2
), then (u�

1
; u�
2
) can not be the solution we are seeking.

3. Noncomparability.Any transformation of the players� utility functions that preserves

the players� orderings of di¤erent alternatives, should not a¤ect the relative position of

(u�
1
; u�
2
).

4. Symmetry. (u�
1
; u�
2
) should not depend on procedural or other factors, e.g. as which

player is called player one. I.e., the only thing that separates the individuals, are their

preference orderings and their di¤erent sets of possible strategies (threats).

This axiom is often interpreted (also by Nash himself, 1950)as expressing that the

players should be equal with respect to bargaining skills. Though, Nash later stated

(1953)that this interpretation is meaningless, because of the assumption of rational,

intelligent players.

5. Independence ofirrelevant alternatives.If we can restrict the set U and create a new

set U 0, where U 0 � U , and the new set includes the solution point (u�
1
; u�
2
), then (u�

1
; u�
2
)

should also be the solution point in this new game.

Nash then proved that the maximization of the product (u1 � t1) (u2 � t2) is the only

solution that will satisfy axiom 1-5. So that

u
�

s = argmax (u1 � t1) (u2 � t2) , (1)

where ti represents player i�s threat or disagreement point.
5

5This parameter is also referred to as the breakdown point or the player�s outside option. (It has many
names!)More on this below.
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Most economic models that include negotiations resort to this solution, known as the

(symmetric)Nash bargaining solution (NBS hereafter), both because of the simple set-up

and because of some appealing intuitive properties: Among other things, the solution has

the attribute that if the players are identical with respect to their sets of possible strategies,

the negotiation will result in an equal split. Further, (1)carries the property that if a player

i has a "better"or "stronger"alternative strategy ti than player j, such that ti > tj, then

player i gains an advantage. Most important, the solution is Pareto optimal, i.e., it holds

that none of the players should agree to a solution that makes them worse o¤, and that they

should not settle for a solution that is open for improvement.

In addition to the properties above, NBS has the attribute �even though it is not made

explicit in any of the axioms, or by Nash himself �of rewarding risk takers. That risk averse

players are punished in negotiations, is immediately intuitive.

NBS has been further developed to allow for asymmetrical solutions. Roth (1977)simply

abandoned the symmetry axiom and stated that by maximizing the weightedgeometric aver-

age of the players� gains, ui� ti, we can open for situations where "we have some information

that the bargaining abilities of the players (or some other factors "outside"the model)are

not all equal"(p. 17). We can write the asymmetric Nash solution (ANS hereafter)as

u
�

a = argmax (u1 � t1)
�1 (u2 � t2)

�2 , (2)

where 0 6 �i 6 1 for i = 1; 2. That is, the parameter �i is interpreted as to contain some

information about player i�s bargaining ability. What is troublesome about this approach, is

that nothing here is said about what determines this "bargaining ability".

Yet, this indeterminancy related to the players� bargaining skills is not the only problem

with the Nash solution. For there exists also a variety of interpretations related to what is the

proper de�nition of the player�s threat or disagreement point, ti. Is it the impasse/ statusquo

point �i.e. what the player will receive if he fails to reach an agreement with the other party/

if the negotiations continues forever?Is it the player�s best alternative option, de�ned as the

best option that the player could resort to by voluntarily opting out of the negotiations?Or

is it what we could call a breakdownpoint �that is, the payo¤ the player will receive if, in

the middle of the bargaining, the negotiated business opportunity is missed?The latter may

be experienced in bargaining situations where there exists a certain probability that an event

outside the model will make the pie shrink or simply disappear.

The abovementioned candidates for the disagreement point need not be the same. Gen-
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erally they are not. Even worse, the solution may be seriously a¤ected by which candidate

we choose. This problem has been highlighted by the work of Binmore, Rubinstein and

Wolinsky (1986), which I will return to below.

3.2 The Rubinstein strategic approach

Rather than setting out a set of properties that one thinks the solution should occupy, the

strategic approach is �xed on describing the bargaining situation in detail, as a game with

a well-de�ned set of rules and possible strategies. To locate the outcome of the game, one

has to search for the players� equlibrium strategies �whether they are mixed, pure, subgame

perfect or static Nash equilibria.

Rubinstein (1982)described the bargaining situation as a in�nitely repeated game of o¤ers

and countero¤ers. The Rubinstein game is simply an extension of the ultimatum game.

The Ultimatum Game Two players are to split a pie of size 1. Player 1 gets to propose a

division, and then player 2 has the opportunity simply to accept or reject. If he rejects,

both will receive nothing. If he accepts, player 1�s proposal will be enacted.

Because of the assumption that the players behave rationally, the only subgame perfect

Nash equlibrium (SPNE hereafter)in the ultimatum game is the outcome where player 1

demands the whole pie for himself and player 2 accepts.

What if we extend the ultimatum game to include a �nite number of rounds?This was

�rst done by Staahl (1972). He also explored what would happen if the players were to

behave impatiently, i.e., if they discounted their future shares of the pie.6

Let us �rst study the game where the ultimatum game is extended to include another

round after player 2 has rejected player 1�s proposal. So that if the game reaches the second

stage, player 2 gets to set forth his own proposal.

The Extended Ultimatum Game W ith Impatient Players Two players are to split

a pie of size 1. In the �rst round player 1 proposes a division (x1; x2), or simply

(x1; 1� x1), where 0 6 x1 6 1. Player 2 can then accept this proposal or reject it.

If he accepts, the players will receive (x1; 1� x1). If player 2 rejects, he gets to set

forth his own proposal, (x0
1
; 1� x0

1
). Then, if player 1 accepts this �nal proposal, they

will receive the payo¤ (x0
1
; 1� x0

1
). (If he declines, they both get nothing.)However,

6It should be noted in Staahl�s original set up, the players were only allowed to divide the pie discretely.
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because the players are impatient, they discount their future payo¤s, so that, assessed

from period one, their round two payo¤ will be (�1x
0

1
; �2 (1� x

0

1
)), where 0 < �i < 1

for i = 1; 2.

To use backward induction: In the second round, the equlibrium strategy for player 2

is to propose x0
1
= 0, and for player 1 it is to accept all proposals. Assessed from the �rst

round, the worth for player 2 of going to round two is simply �2. Therefore his equlibrium

strategy is to accept all x2 > �2 in round one. Accordingly, player 1�s dominant strategy is

to propose (x1; x2) = (1� �2; �2) in the �rst round.

The SPNE of the game can be summarized as follows:

� Player 1 proposes (1� �2; �2) in the �rst round and accepts all proposals thereafter.

� Player 2 accepts all x2 > �2 in the �rst round and proposes (0; 1) in the second.

The outcome of the game is the division (1� �2; �2).

The conclusion, not surprisingly, is that player 2�s impatience a¤ects his bargaining power

negatively. Player 1 can exploit this impatience by forcing player 2 to pay for striking an

early agreement.

Outside Options

The strategic model can be further developed to explore the e¤ect of the parties having

outside options (Binmore (1985), Shaked and Sutton (1984)). We can study this in the

simple two-period model with impatient players laid out above. What will be the e¤ect of

player 2 having an outside option y that he could pursue after rejecting player 1�s initial

proposal? (Alternatively 2 could accept player 1�s proposal, or reject it and put forth his

own proposal.)We assume that if 2 chooses his outside option, 1 will get nothing.

From the analysis above, we know that the value for 2 of reaching the second stage, is �2.

The value of pursuing the outside option, is y. Hence, simple reasoning tells us that, after

rejecting 1�s �rst o¤er, if �2 > y, player 2 will take the game to the second stage and set

forth his own proposal (x1; x2) = (0; 1). So, as was the conclusion in the �rst version of the

game, 1 has to propose x2 > �2 to get an acceptance from 2 in the �rst round. But if �2 < y,

we know that, if he rejects 1�s �rst o¤er, 2 will pursue his outside option and receive y. If

this is the case, 1 has to o¤er x2 > y to strike a deal with 2 in the �rst round. The SPNE of

the game can be summarized as follows:
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1st case: �2 > y

� The SPNE can be summarized as in the �rst version of the game.

2nd case: �2 < y

� Player 1 proposes (1� y; y) in the �rst round and accepts all proposals thereafter.

� Player 2 accepts all x2 > y in the �rst round and takes up his outside option for all

x2 < y. Proposes (0; 1) if the game reaches the second stage.

The outcome of the game is the division (1� �2; �2) in the �rst case and (1� y; y) in

the second. The conclusion is that an outside option only a¤ects the outcome as long as it

is credible �that is, as long as it yields the mentioned player more than he can hope for

by continuing the negotiations. This important result is called the outside optionprinciple.

And as we will see below, it could be generalized to games of in�nite horizon.

Risk of Breakdown

The e¤ect of there being an exogenous risk of breakdown was explored by Binmore, Ru-

binstein and Wolinsky (1986).7 As was the case with impatience, risk of breakdown could

be a source of motivation for reaching agreement. In many situations there are reasons to

belive that the negotiations could be terminated by an outside event �e.g., if there is a risk

that the negotiated business opportunity will disappear in the middle of the negotiations

(a competitor may snatch it);or, in wage negotiations, if there is a risk for compulsory

arbitration.

This risk of breakdown could be modelled in a game of alternating o¤ers where, after

every rejection, there is a exogenously given chance q > 0 that the negotiations will break

down. In case of breakdown, the players will receive their breakdown payo¤s b1; b2 > 0.

However, we have to assume that there exist some divisions xi such that 0 6 bi < xi for both

i = 1; 2. Since there exists some uncertainty about how the game will unfold, we assume the

players will maximize their expected payo¤s.

Again we can analyse the outcome using the simple two-stage game from above. (To

abstract from the e¤ect of impatience, I will assume �1 = �2 = 1.) At stage one, player

7See also Sutton (1986).
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1 proposes x1. If 2 accepts, the players will receive the payo¤ (x1; 1 � x1). If 2 rejects,

then there is a probability q that the negotiations will break down and that the players will

receive their breakdown payo¤s, b1 and b2, and a probability (1 � q) that the negotiations

will continue and that 2 gets to propose x0
1
.

Player 2�s dominant strategy in the subgame following a rejection of player 1�s proposal,

is to propose x0
1
= 0. And for 1 it is to accept all proposals. Hence 2�s expected payo¤

following a rejection is 1� q+ qb2. So 1 has to propose x2 > 1� q+ qb2 to get an acceptance

from 2 in the �rst round.

We can summarize the SPNE of the game as follows:

� Player 1 proposes (q (1� b2) ; 1� q (1� b2)) in the �rst round and accepts all proposals

thereafter.

� Player 2 accepts all x1 6 q (1� b2) and rejects all x1 > q (1� b2) in the �rst round.

Proposes (0; 1) if the game reaches the second stage.

The outcome of the game is the division q (1� b2) ; 1 � q (1� b2). The lesson is that

the risk of breakdown, q; a¤ects 1�s payo¤ positively in the same way that impatience did,

because it reduces player 2�s expected payo¤in the subgame following a rejection in the �rst

round. However, we can also notice that player 2�s breakdown payo¤b2 a¤ects his equilibrium

payo¤positively, this because it has the opposite e¤ect of increasing his expected payo¤ in

the subgame following a rejection.

If we compare this result with the outcome in the game where 2 had an outside option,

we notice that even small values of b2 a¤ects player 2�s equilibrium payo¤. Whereas with

the alternative option y, small values (�2 > y)has no e¤ect on 2�s payo¤ in the subgame

following a rejection.

Games of In�nite Horizon

The models laid out above are all poor descriptions of any real life bargaining situation. First

of all, it is not realistic for there to be a �xed number of rounds. Furthermore, the �nite

game deals an unreasonable advantage to the player that gets to make the �nal proposal.

These issues were dealt with in Rubinstein�s 1982-analysis and in Binmore, Rubinstein and

Wolinsky�s analysis of 1986. Here I will only quickly summarize the implications of extending

the games to in�nity.
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Impatient Players Rubinstein, in a game with impatient players and no risk of break-

down, allowed for an in�nite number of rounds. So that each player, after rejecting an o¤er,

always has the opportunity to make a countero¤er. The players� equilibrium strategies in this

game results in a unique division of the pie, agreed in the �rst round, where player 1 receives

the share (1� �2) = (1� �1�2), and player 2 gets �2 (1� �1) = (1� �1�2).
8 As we can see, the

game rewards patience, which is intuitive. However, again there exists a procedural advan-

tage, this time for the player who gets to make the opening proposal. But this advantage can

be eliminated by letting the time � that elapses between a rejection and a countero¤er go

to zero (Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1986), Sutton (1986)). In case � ! 0, player

1�s equilibrium payo¤becomes

x�
1
= lim

�!0

1� ��
2

1� ��
1
��
2

=
ln�2

ln�1 +ln�2
,

which is strictly increasing in �1 and strictly decreasing in �2. For �1 = �2, the game results

in an equal split.

Outside Options For bargaining situations where one of the players have the opportunity

to pursue an outside option, we have allready concluded that this option only a¤ects the

outcome of the game as long as it renders the mentioned player more than he can hope for

by continuing the negotiations. Hence, in the in�nite alternating o¤ers game where player 2

has an outside option y and �! 0, player 1�s equilibrium payo¤ is

x�
1
= min

�

ln�2
ln�1 +ln�2

; 1� y

�

,

i.e., the outside option y a¤ects the outcome only as long as y > ln�1= (ln�1 +ln�2). If both

players have outside options that exceeds their equlibrium payo¤s in the alternating o¤ers

game, they will both rationally leave the table and invoke their outside payo¤s.

Risk of Breakdown In an in�nite alternating o¤ers game with risk of breakdown, it can

be shown that as q ! 0, the �rst mover advantage disappears (look at the two-stage game

above)and xi ! bi+
1

2
(1� bi � bj) for i = 1; 2 and i 6= j. Thus, the outcome of the game is

a "split the di¤erence"rule, where each player receives his breakdown payo¤plus half of the

surplus rent. As before, a player�s breakdown payo¤increases his equilibrium payo¤because,

8You can follow the proof in Shaked and Sutton (1984)or in Sutton (1986).
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as it increases his expected payo¤ following a rejection, it becomes more credible that the

player will take the risk of bringing the game to the next stage.

3.3 The relation between NBS and

the Rubinstein game

As Nash himself recognized in his analysis of 1953, the axiomatic approach and the strategic

models are closely interdependent:9

The two approaches to the problem, via the negotiation model or via the axioms,

are complementary;each helps us to justify and clarify the other. (p. 129).

Binmore (1987)was the �rst to identify the close connection between NBS and the Ru-

binstein strategic model of alternating o¤ers. The relation was further explored by Binmore,

Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1986). First of all, their analysis justi�ed the use of NBS in eco-

nomic modelling. Furthermore, they showed that it is important to recognize the underlying

bargaining framework when utilizing and setting up the Nash product in economic models.

This especially applies to the meaning of the bargaining parties� disagreement points and the

understanding of what is their "bargaining power"in di¤erent settings. The following is a

summary of their results.

Risk of Breakdown As we could see above in the in�nite alternating o¤ers game with

risk of breakdown, there is a very close relation with the Nash solution. As the chance of

breakdown q drops to zero, the outcome of the game approaches the symmetric NBS, exp.

(1), for which ti = ui (bi), and where bi represents player i�s breakdown payo¤:

u
�

s = argmax[u1 � u1 (b1)][u2 � u2 (b2)] (3)

The conclusion is that if we are to model a bargaining situation where the primary

motivation to strike an agreement stems from an exogenously given risk of breakdown, the

disagreement point ti should represent the player�s breakdownpayo¤. In addition, there is

no reason for the outcome of the negotiations to depend on any other asymmetries than the

ones represented by the breakdown payo¤s and/ or the players� relative risk aversion �the

latter re�ected in the players� utility functions, u1 and u2.

9Nash (1953)actually supplemented his axiomatic approach with a strategic "demand game".
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Impatient Players The resemblance between ANS and the outcome of the alternating

o¤ers game with impatient players, is also obvious. As we saw in subsection 3.3.3., in the

time preference model where the time between every rejection and countero¤er � drops to

zero, the �rst mover advantage disappears and the outcome depends only on the players�

discount rates. Hence, as �! 0, the outcome of the time preference model approaches ANS

u
�

a = argmax u
�
1
u1��
2
, (4)

where the disagreement points are t1 = t2 = 0 and the bargaining powers, � = ln�2= (ln�1 +ln�2)

and 1� � = ln�1= (ln�1 +ln�2), re�ect relative impatience.

The lesson is that if we are to model a bargaining situation where the motivation to strike

an agreement stems from the players� valuation of time, the weights in the Nash product (the

players� bargaining power, if you like)should re�ect the players� relative valuation of time.

Furthermore, with no risk of breakdown, the disagreement points should be normalized to

zero.

Outside Options Perhaps the most important result from the strategic approach, is the

outside optionprinciple. It states that a player�s outside option a¤ects the outcome of the

negotiations only as long as it is credible. Furthermore, if a player�s outside option is in

fact credible, the outcome of the negotiations will be that he receives exactly the value of

this alternative option. Hence, it operates only as a constraint on the outcome in the model

of alternating o¤ers. The lesson is that the disagreement point should never be identi�ed

with the player�s outside option. Rather, in a bargaining situation with alternating o¤ers,

impatient players and outside options, the outcome approaches the Nash solution

u
�

a = argmax u�
1
u1��
2
;

s.t. u�i > uoi ; for i = 1; 2; (5)

where uoi represents player i�s utility from pursuing his outside option. If uoi is credible, the

condition becomes binding, u�i = u
o
i , so that i receives exactly the value of his outside option.

Impatience,Risk of Breakdown and Outside Options10 In most economic applica-

tions, it is relevant to include both time valuation, risk of breakdown and the possibility of

10This analysis follow closely that of Binmore, Osborne and Rubinstein (1992).
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outside options. Furthermore, it is realistic to assume asymmetries in all factors �in both

time preferences, �1 6= �2, breakdown payo¤s, b1 6= b2, and in outside options, u
o
1
6= uo

2
.

In this analysis, the exact assumptions of the underlying bargaining framework are: We

have a game of alternating o¤ers and risk of breakdown. The negotiations break down with

probability q = �� in any period with length �. Because of the players� time preferences,

we have that, valued from the �rst period, player i�s breakdown payo¤ in period t is �tibi.

Finally, the players could resort to outside options, so that in any period t in which there is

no breakdown, player i could pursue the payo¤uoi , valued �
t
iu
o
i in the �rst period.

It can be shown that as �! 0, the outcome of this alternating o¤ers game approaches

u
� = argmax (u1 � t1)

�1 (u2 � t2)
�2 ;

s.t. u�i > uoi ; for i = 1; 2; (6)

where

ti = lim
�!0

1
X

j=0

ui (bi) �
�j
i q (1� q)

j = ui (bi)
�

��log �i
, for i = 1; 2. (7)

Again, ui (bi) represents player i�s utility in case of breakdown.

We can see that if the risk of breakdown dominates, the e¤ect of time valuation (log �i

small compared to �), then �= (��log �i) ! 1 and ti ! ui (bi), so the disagreement points

approach the players� breakdown payo¤s By the same reasoning, we have that as time

preferences dominates, �= (��log �i) ! 0 and ti ! 0, so that the disagreement point

approaches the impasse point, normalized to zero.

Furthermore, the weights in the Nash product now re�ect both risk of breakdown and

time preference, and the relevant importance of the two determine the degree of asymmetry

in the solution:

�i =
��log �j

��log �i �log �j
. (8)

We can see that as the risk of breakdown dominates, both �1; �2 ! 1, so the powers in

the product approach one another. And at the same time ti ! ui (bi), so the solution comes

near the (symmetric)NBS, exp. (3)above.

As the time preferences dominate, �i ! log �j=(log �i + log �j), so that the weights in-

creasingly re�ect relative impatience. Simultanously we have that ti ! 0, so that the solution

approaches ANS, exp. (4)above.

What is interesting here, is that in a model with both time preferences and risk of break-
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down, the disagreement point could be any point 0 < ti < ui (bi), depending on the relative

importance of the two factors, time and risk of breakdown.

Finally, we can see that the solution is constrained by the players� outside options. In

case one of the players� outside options is credible, say uo
2
, the outcome depends only on the

size of this outside option: Player 2 receives u�
2
= uo

2
, and player 1 receives the remainder.

Example We can illustrate the points made above with the bargaining problem where the

players are to split a pie of size one. I assume the players� utility functions are linear,

so that ui (xi) = xi for i = 1; 2. The players engage in a in�nite game of alternating

o¤ers. Further, there is risk of breakdown q = �� in any period of length �. And

if breakdown should occur, the players will receive b1; b2 > 0. In addition, player 2

has an outside option of value y. As the time between any rejection and countero¤er

� approaches zero, this bargaining problem reduces to the maximization of the Nash

product

(x� t1)
�1 (1� x� t2)

�2 ; s.t. 1� x > y;

where �1 and �2 are determined by exp. (8), and ti = bi�= (��log �i) (as in exp. (7)

above). The solution to this problem is

x� =
�1 � t2�1 + t1�2

�1 + �2
,

as long as (�2 � t1�2 + t2�1) = (�1 + �2) > y, and simply

x� = 1� y,

in case y > (�2 � t1�2 + t2�1) = (�1 + �2).

3.4 Multilateral Bargaining

The abovementioned games apply immediately to independent bilateralbargaining situations,

where the bargaining problem to be studied is economicallyindependent from that of other

bargaining situations. However, bilateral contracts are often interrelated, as in the contracts

negotiated between parties operating in oligopolistic industries. A few authors have inves-

tigated the problem, which seems mainly to be one of stability and uniqueness (see Cremer

and Riordan (1987), Davidson (1988), Horn and Wolinsky (1988)).
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Think of the situation where a monopolist is committed to supplying its product to two

horizontally di¤erentiated retailers competing in quantities. Each retailer face the inverse

linear demand function Pi = 1 � Qi � Qj, where 0 <  < 1 and Qj is the quantity

supplied by the other retailer. The supplier produces its product at a constant unit cost,

c = 0, and then negotiates the wholesale prices wi and wj with the retailers, wich indirectly

determines the sold quantities Qi and Qj. The retailer�s pro�t function then is �i(wi; wj) =

(Pi(Qi; Qj)� wi)Qi, and the supplier�s pro�t is �
p = Qiwi+Qjwj. The two supply contracts

are negotiated simultaneously, but separately. The bargaining game is an alternating o¤ers

game with no risk of breakdown. All players are equal with respect to their time preferences.

What is the outcome?11

Each of the two negotiations consists of setting a wholesale price wi which the individual

retailer has to be pay to the supplier, and as mentioned, this price indirectly determines the

sold quantity Qi. However, what distinguishes this problem from that of other (independent)

bargaining situations, is that the retailers pro�t functions, and hence the Pareto frontiers

of the two bargaining situations, are interdependent. In the situation with two competing

retailers, the contract negotiated with the �rst retailer will a¤ect which contract is the most

e¢cient to sign with the second. The bargaining problem could therefore result in a multitude

of di¤erent equilibria, due to the many beliefs a retailer can form whenever he receives an

out-o¤-equilibrium o¤er from the supplier (McAfee and Schwartz (1995)).

However, imposing pairwise proofnessas a condition, as in Davidson (1988), and Horn

and Wolinsky (1988), seems su¢cient for there to be a unique contracting equilibrium.12

Using pairwise proofness, we can de�ne a contracting equilibrium as a situation where there

is no joint incentive for the supplier and any individual retailer to alter the terms of their

contract (Crémer and Riordan (1987)).13

Assume that the underlying bargaining structure is a form of the Rubinstein-game. Then

we can take advantage of the fact that the outcome of the game approaches NBS as the

time between o¤ers and countero¤ers goes to zero. Yet, before we can specify the Nash

product, we have to assert what is the bargaining parties� disagreement points. This is not

at all obvious. The disagreement point is the revenue that the parties receive whenever an

11This game was �rst studied in Horn and Wolinsky (1988).
12McAfee and Schwartz (1995)show that under certain conditions a pairwise-proof equilibrium may not

exist. More on this below.
13A closely related restriction su¢cient for equilibrium, is that of passive beliefs. Imposing passive beliefs

require that a player, irrespective of the o¤ers he receives, continues to believe that others recevie equilibrium
o¤ers. Note that passive beliefs indirectly impose pairwise proofness on the equilibrium outcome (McAfee
and Schwartz, 1995).
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agreement has not been reached. For the individual retailer, this disagreement revenue is zero

�that is, as long as he is inactive, he will not earn anything. For the supplier, the situation

is di¤erent. In this game, there are two competing downstream retailers, and thus we have

to make assumptions about the supplier�s revenue when only one retailer is active. We have

two alternative assumptions: 1)That contracts are contingent, in case the supplier does not

reach an agreement with the other retailer. This allows an active retailer to operate as a

monopolist as long as the other retailer is inactive. However, another plausible assumption

is 2)that the active retailer operates "at the anticipated equilibrium level", even when the

other retailer is inactive (Horn and Wolinsky (1988)). Note that with contingent contracts,

the supplier�s bargaining position is strengthened compared to the alternative. However,

for convenience, let us assume non-contingent contracts. If this is the case, the supplier will

receive the revenue w�jQ
�

j(w
�

j ; w
�

i ) as long as an agreement has not been reached with i, where

Q�j is the equilibrium quantity supplied to j, and w�j and w
�

i are the equilibrium wholesale

prices whenever both retailers are active.

Now we can specify the Nash product of the two individual bargaining problems. In

negotiations with retailer i, the agreed wholesale price is

w�i = argmax
n

�i(wi; w
�

j )
�

Qi(wi; w
�

j )wi +Qj(w
�

j ; wi)w
�

j �Q
�

j(w
�

j ; w
�

i )w
�

j

�

o

;

where i; j = 1; 2 and i 6= j: (9)

The FOC for (9)is

�i

�

Qi + wi
@Qi
@wi

+ w�j
@Qj
@wi

�

+ wiQi
@�i
@wi

= 0, i = 1; 2. (10)

We can immediately notice that the bargaining problem between the supplier and retailer

i does not only depend on wi�s e¤ect on wiQi, but also on wi�s e¤ect on wiQj.

To solve eq. (10), we have to �nd the retailers� best response functions, and their deriv-

atives. From the assumptions about the demand functions, we have that each retailer face

the maximization problem

max
Qi
(1�Qi � bQj � wi)Qi, i = 1; 2. (11)

The FOC for (11)is

1� 2Qi � bQj � wi = 0, i = 1; 2: (12)
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Substituting the best response of j into (12)and solving gives the Cournot equilibrium

Qci =
2 + wj � 2wi � 

4� 2
, i = 1; 2; (13)

which is rising in wj and decreasing in wi. Speci�cally, we have

@Qci
@wi

= �
2

4� 2
, i = 1; 2, (14)

and
@Qci
@wj

=


4� 2
, i = 1; 2. (15)

Substituting (13)into the pro�t function gives the equilibrium pro�t as a function of

wholesale prices:

�ci =
(2 + wj � 2wi � )

2

(2 + )2 (2� )2
; i = 1; 2; (16)

which is decreasing in wi:

@�ci
@wi

= �
4 (2 + wj � 2wi � )

(2 + )2 (2� )2
; i = 1; 2: (17)

Finally, substituting (13), (14), (15), (16)and (17)into (10)and solving gives us the

outcome of the negotiations between the supplier and the retailers:

w�
1
= w�

2
= w� =

2� 

8� 2
. (18)

What we should notice about NBS (18), is that it is stable, in that it constitutes a unique

contracting equilibrium. There is no joint incentive for the supplier and any of the retailers

to alter the terms of their contract.

What if we allow for non-linear prices? Let us assume that the downstream retailers are

identical, and that both face the inverse demand function P = 1�Qi�Qj. Furthermore, the

supplier produces its product at a constant marginal cost c = 0. The underlying bargaining

framework is as before. However, now the parties simultaneously and privately negotiate

over two-part tari¤s, on the form fwi; Fig, i = 1; 2. Afterwards, the retailers choose which

quantity to buy from the supplier.

There are two aspects we should look into. First, as with the bargaining problem above,

what is the supplier�s disagreement point? That is, what will he earn when only one retailer
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is active? Again, let us assume that the contracts are non-contingent.

Second, at which point in the game will the retailers learn each others� marginal costs,

and at which point do they decide which quantity to buy from the supplier? There are two

alternative assumtions:1) Contracts are never observable, so the retailers can never observe

each others� unit costs. 2) Retailers learn each others� unit costs before they decide which

quantity to buy. As we will see, the speci�c assumption we make has implications for whether

or not there exists a pairwise-proof equilibrium.

Let us �rst assume that contracts are never observable. The outcome of the bargaining

problem is the unique contract

fw�i ; F
�

i g = argmax
�

�i(wi; w
�

j )� Fi
�

�
�

Qi(wi; w
�

j )wi + Fi +Qj(w
�

j ; wi)w
�

j + Fj(wi; w
�

j )�Q
�

jw
�

j � F
�

j

�

;

where i; j = 1; 2 and i 6= j (19)

The FOCs for (19) are

(�i � Fi)

�

Qi +
@Fj
@wi

+ wi
@Qi
@wi

+ w�j
@Qj
@wi

�

+
@�i
@wi

(Fi + wiQi) = 0, i = 1; 2, (20)

and

�i �Qiwi � 2Fi = 0, i = 1; 2, (21)

As with the �rst example, we have to �nd the retailers equilibrium quantities and prof-

its as functions of wholesale prices. With the simple linear demand function above, it is

straightforward to see that

Qi =
1 + wj � 2wi

3
; i = 1; 2, (22)

and

�i =
(1 + wj � 2wi)

2

9
, i = 1; 2. (23)

The derivatives of (22) and (23) are

@Qi
@wi

= �
2

3
, i = 1; 2, (24)
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@Qi
@wj

=
1

3
, i = 1; 2; (25)

and

@�i
@wi

= �
4 (1 + wj � 2wi)

9
, i = 1; 2. (26)

Finally, from (21) we have that

@Fj
@wi

=
1

2

�

@�j
@wi

+ wj
@Qj
@wi

�

=
1

2

�

2 (wi � 2wj + 1)

9
�
1

3
wj

�

, i = 1; 2. (27)

Now, substituting (22), (23), (24), (25), (26) and (27) into (20) and (21), and solving,

gives the unique equilibrium contract

fw�i ; F
�

i g =

�

c;
�c

2

�

=

�

0;
1
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�

, i = 1; 2,

where �c is the Cournot pro�t when wholesale prices are wi = wj = 0. That is, when we

allow for �xed fees, the supplier and the individual retailer will maximize their joint realized

pro�t (by setting wi = c, avoiding double marginalizaton), and then negotiate their share of

this surplus. This is a standard result. Could any wi > 0 be an equilibrium? No. To see

this, note that the supplier�s pro�t is

S =
�1(w1; w2)

2
+ w1Q1 +

�2 (w2; w1)

2
+ w2Q2. (28)

S is maximized by setting wi = wj = 2=5. Though, if this is the case, the supplier has an

incentive to renegotiate one of the contracts, say with retailer 1, setting w1 = 7=40 < 2=5 =

w2, which implies increasing 1�s pro�t. Both retailers will realize this, and therefore they will

not accept any contract where wi > 0.

However, potentially there lies a problem of opportunism in the game, depending both

on the timeline and the information that the retailers possess when they decide how much

to buy from the retailer (see Hart and Tirole (1990), McAfee and Schwartz(1994), O�Brien

and Sha¤er (1994)). To see this, assume the following sequence of events:1) The supplier

negotiates two-part tari¤s, on the form fwi; Fig, simultaneously and privately with both

retailers. If the retailers accept the terms, they immediately have to pay the �xed fee. 2)

The retailers observe each others� contracts, that is, each others� marginal costs, w1 and w2;
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decide on which quantities to buy from the supplier, and then compete for �nal consumers.

Given this sequence of events, will the contract equilibrium fw�i ; F
�

i g = fc;�
c=2g hold?

Let us assume that both retailers have accepted it. The supplier�s pro�t is

S = F1 + (w1 � c)Q1 + F2 + (w2 � c)Q2

=
�c
1
(w1; w2)

2
+ (w1 � c)Q1 +

�c
2
(w2; w1)

2
+ (w2 � c)Q2:

However, note that, with the timeline set out above, F1 and F2 is already paid, so that

altering the terms of one of the retailers� contract will not a¤ect the amount received from

the other. Hence, both retailer i and the supplier could gain by renegotiating wi. To see

this, note that
@S

@wi
= Q1 +

1

2

@�1
@w1

= �
1� c

9
, if wi = c; i = 1; 2. (29)

As long as c < 1, we will have that @S=@wi is negative, and thus wi = c can not be a

pairwise proof equilibrium. The supplier will gain by renegotiating i�s contract, reducing wi

and collecting the extra pro�t through the �xed fee. By the same logic, no wi > c can be an

equilibrium. Hence, a pairwise proof equilibrium implies wi < c.

M cAfee and Schwartz(1995) demonstrate under which conditions a pairwise proof equi-

librium requires that wi is set so low that the output price P does not cover the marginal cost

c, that is P < c, which again implies that the supplier�s pro�t is negative. Hence, with this

sequence of events, it could be the case that no pairwise-proof equilibrium exists. However,

note that we can avoid the problem by assuming non-observable contracts.

3.5 An Axiomatic Approach to Multiunit Bargaining

Many models that involve multiunit bargaining utilize the axiomatic approach of Shapley

(1953), which resulted in the Shapley value. The Shapley value started out as a measure

for evaluating the players� power in cooperative games. But since then, it has often been

interpreted as the outcome of games in which the players� have con�icting interests, as in

situations of collective bargaining. Therefore, as with NBS, several authors have tried to form

non-cooperative games that supports the Shapley value.14 These games are quite di¤erent

both in structure and interpretation from that of the Rubinstein alternating o¤ers game,

and not immediately applicable to the bargaining situations studied in this paper. Since the

14See Winter (2002) for a review.
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Shapley value is utilized in one of the articles to be discussed, however, Iwill give a brief

review of this solution concept.

Think of a coalition game that consists of a set of playersN = f1; 2; : : : ng, a set of

coalitions, where each coalition S = f1; : : : kg � N (N is the grandcoalition), and for each

S a set of actions that assigns to each player i a value vi, so that
Pk

i=1 vi = V (S), which

constitutes the valueof the S-coalition. What will be the outcome fv�
1
; : : : v�ng of this game?

We could resort to the familiar game-theoretic solution concept known as the core. The

core of a coalition game is simply the set of all stable actions of the grand coalition N .

However, in many situations the core is empty (no stable actions of the grand coalition

exists), or it could be disproportionately large.

As an alternative solution concept, Shapley presented a value that he supported with four

axioms:

1. E¢ciency. In every game, the players should distribute among themselves allof the

the resources available to the grand coalition. Speci�cally:
Pk

i=1 v
�

i = V (S).

2. Symmetry. If two players i 6= j are identical with respect to their expected marginal

contribution to the grand coalition, so that E [�iV (S)]= E [�jV (S)], they should

receive the same, that is v�i = v
�

j .

3. Dummy. If a player�s marginal contribution to all coalitions is zero, he should receive

nothing. That is, if �iV (S) = 0 for every S � N , then v
�

i = 0.

4. Additivity. If we combine two coalition games described by the value functions V (S)

and W (S), then the value distributed to player i, vi(V +W ) should correspond to the

sum of his value in V (S) and his value in W (S). That is, v�i (V +W ) = vi(V ) + vi(W ).

Shapley then asserted that there is a unique value, the Shapley value, that inherits all of

these properties:

De�nition In a cooperative game where the grand coalition S gives rise to the total pro�t/

rent/utility V (S), the Shapley valuegives to each player i his expected (marginal)

contribution E [�iV (S)]over all possible permutations of the grand coalition.

To give an example of what the Shapley value is:Think of two players i = (1; 2) (a seller

1 and a buyer 2) involved in a cooperative game trading a good x. 2 is willing to pay a

maximum of px = 100, and 1 is willing to sell for a minimum of px = 50. The value of the
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grand coalition N = f1; 2g is thus V (N) = px � px = 50. But how are we to distribute this

surplus rent? The Shapley value gives us a suggestion:What if we give to each player his

average marginal contribution over all possible permutations of the grand coalition?

This gives us the following

Prob. Coalition Marg. contrib.,

�iV (N)
1

2
(1,2) (0,50)

1

2
(2,1) (0,50)

The players� contributions are symmetric, so every player i receives E [�iV (S)]=
1

2
�

50 + 1

2
� 0 = 25.

To take another example, involving the sharing of costs:Two players i = 1; 2 participate

in a group activity. The activity has certain costs attached to it. Marginal costs (the

additional cost for every new player that actively participate) are rising. In addition, the

marginal costs are not symmetrical �i.e., one of the players contributes relatively more to the

total costs than the other. Speci�cally, let us assume that player 2 is the one to contribute

relatively more, and that if player 1 is the �rst to attend the activity, his contribution to the

total costs, C(N) = 100, is �1
1
C(N) = 30 (where �k

iC(N) is the marginal contribution of

player i when he appears as number k in the coalition).The contribution of player 2then is

�2
2
C(N) = 70, both because he is relatively more expensive to include in the coalition, and

because the unit costs are rising.

Assume that the alternative permutation gives rise to the marginal contributions�2
1
C(N) =

60 and �1
2
C(N) = 40. This gives us the following:

Prob. Coalition Marg. contrib.,

�iC(N)
1

2
(1,2) (30,70)

1

2
(2,1) (40,60)

How should we divide the costs? The Shapley value suggests that player 1 should pay

E [�1C(N)]=
1

2
� 30 + 1

2
� 60 = 45, and that player 2should pay E [�2C(S)]=

1

2
� 40 +

1

2
�70 = 55.

The fact that the Shapley value is the only sharing rule that satis�es the four axioms stated

above, is important in its own right. However, the Shapley value also recognizes something

intuitive. Namely the idea that bargaining power should vary with value contributed.
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Interestingly, we should note that NBS and the Shapley value are not that di¤erent as

it seems at the outset. In fact, as we will see, the Shapley value corresponds to NBS, given

a proper speci�cation of the disagreement points, even in games of simultaneous multiunit

bargaining. More on this in Section 4.

3.6Summary

This section has provided a review of the most important tools and concepts used in economic

models of bargaining. The main focus has been on NBS and ANS, and on the correspondence

between these solutions and the outcomes of strategic games of bargaining. We have seen

that the strategic approach may help us clarify how to apply the Nash solution, given what

we believe to be the underlying bargaining structure at hand.

Perhaps the most important result from the strategic approach, is the outside option

principle. It states that a player�s threat of opting out of the negotiations and resorting to

his outside option, a¤ects the outcome of the negotiations only as long as the outside option

is credible � i.e., only as long as it gives the player a higher payo¤ than he would receive

by continuing the negotiations without the outside option. Hence, outside options should

only operate as constraints on NBS. Futhermore, outside option should not be confused with

the players� disagreement points, which we have learned should be interepreted as the payo¤

streams accruing to the players whenever they are in a state of disagreement.

There are a number of ways in which players may gain leverage in negotiations �e.g.,

we have seen that relative time valuation, degree of risk aversion, risk of breakdown, and

the size of both disagreement points and outside options, are all factors that will a¤ect the

outcome in one way or another. We should have all of them in mind when we now turn to

the analysis of sources and consequences of buyer power.
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4Dynamic E¤ectsofBuyer Power

The following section deals with the main questions of this thesis:Building upon our knowl-

edge and models of bargaining, what determines how pro�t is distributed between agents in a

vertical chain? What creates countervailing power, and how is it a¤ecting upstream product

and process innovation?

A growing yet limited number of articles have tried to shed light on these issues. The

authors have arrived at diverging results, however, both with respect to the sources of buyer

power and its (dynamic) welfare e¤ects.

The majority of studies on the subject sees the buyer�s sizeas the single most important

factor contributing to his power. The idea is that larger buyers are better negotiators than

smaller ones. Often bargaining power is included as an exogenous variable in the models,

using ANS. By scaling up the buyer�s bargaining power, one will �nd that the buyer can

extract a larger share of both incremental and total pro�t. This approach is not very re-

warding, however, because it says nothing about the causes of the buyer�s bargaining power.

In fact, there are no theoretical fundations to support such a simple model. We could argue

that the powers in the Nash product be interpreted as a representation of the negotiating

parties� relative time valuation.15 Yet, no theory supports the notion that larger buyers are

more patient than smaller ones.

It may very well be that big buyers have more bargaining power. However, any economic

model that attempts to assess the consequences of strong buyers, should �rst and foremost

try to endogenize the buyers� bargaining power and the process in which the buyers become

strong. The recent literature has come up with a number of suggestions. The articles reviewed

below shows that big buyers may receive discounts, e.g. if sellers and/or buyers are risk

averse (DeGraba (2003), Chae and Heidhues (2004)), if larger buyers can generate more

credible outside options than smaller ones (Inderst and Wey (2005a)), or if total industry

pro�t is strictly concave in the number of buyers served � e.g., when the supplier�s costs

15See the section on bargaining with impatient players in chapter 3.
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are strictly convex(Inderst and Wey (2003, 2005b)). The welfare implications are not clear

cut, however. Whenever big buyers can generate credible outside options, they might spur

suppliers� incentives to reduce unit costs in production. Furthermore, if manufacturers have

production costs that are strictly convex, facing a bigger buyer might induce them to switch

to a less convexand more e¢cient technology.

Yet, a series of articles point to possible negative e¤ects of strong buyers. Inderst and

Sha¤er (2007) show that a big buyer, facing two competing suppliers, can get a discount

by committing to stocking the same brand in all its stores. Hence, a merger could results

in an undesirable reduction in product variety. Chen (2004) shows, using ANS, that an

exogenous increase in a dominant retailer�s bargaining power may cause the supplier to shift

sales towards more ine¢cient and weaker fringe competitors. Furthermore, he demonstrates

that it could result in the manufacturer reducing the number of products supplied.

Size may not be the most important cause of buyer power, however. Some authors point

to downstream market power(not sizeper se), obtained through merger between competing

stores, as a crucial factor. Mazzarotto (2004), e.g., asserts that a merger betweenneighbouring

stores will result in a discount for the new merged �rm, whereas a merger between remote

stores might not have any e¤ect.

In this section Iwill examine all of the abovementioned theories in turn. The �rst part

looks to models dealing with buyers� e¤ects on upstream process innovation, whereas the

second part considers e¤ects on product variety.16 Process innovation is de�ned as the

introduction of new and improved production technologies. It implies altering the �rm�s cost

structure �e.g., by reducing marginal production costs. Product innovation, on the other

hand, comprises of both the introduction of new products and the modi�cation of existing

ones.

4.1ProcessInnovation

Market Power and Buyer Countervailing Power

In this �rst section, Iwill consider market power, and not size per se, as a source of buyer

power. The idea that buyers may gain leverage vis-à-vis suppliers as their market power

increases, is immediately intuitive.

16This division is natural, since there no doubt are important di¤erences between product and process
innovation. Yet, some of the models could easily apply to both types.
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When competing stores merge, total market pro�t increases. This is the positive e¤ect for

both the supplier and the downstream �rms. However, a merger between competing stores

may also lower the value of the supplier�s disagreement payo¤, which is expected to weaken

the supplier�s position when he is negotiating his share of the revenue with the buyer. We

can illustrate this in the following simple model.17

Assumptions The economy consists of a monopolist supplier selling its product to two

retail stores operating in the downstream market. The supplier produces the product at a

constant unit cost of c. The manufacturer can reduce the unit cost c; however, by investing

some amount I in research. It is assumed that c0(I) < 0 and that c00(I) > 0:

The retail outlets, denoted i = a; b, are assumed to be horizontally di¤erentiated, and they

compete Cournot to serve �nal consumers. Iwill apply a representative consumer approach,

and assume that the direct demand of retailer i can be represented by the simple inverse

demand function Pi = 1�Qi � Qj, where i; j = a; b, i 6= j and 0 6  6 1. For  = 0, the

outlets are located in separate markets.

The supplier and the retailers negotiate two-part tari¤s on the form Ti = wiQi+Fi; where

wi is the wholesale price and Fi is the �xed fee paid by retailer i.

The retailers have no costs other than Ti.

TheBargaining Framework The supplier negotiates the two-part tari¤s simultaneously

and privately with the retailers, by using perfect agents. Hence, to �nd the unique con-

tracting equilibrium, we have to impose the condition of pairwise proofness. That is, the

equilibrium we are looking for is the one where there is no joint incentive for the supplier and

any individual retailer to alter the terms of their contract (see the section on multilateral

bargaining in Section 3).

Iwill assume a form of the alternating o¤er game with no risk of breakdown. Hence, as

the time between any o¤er and countero¤er goes to zero, we can resort to NBS to determine

the outcome of the negotiations at the limit. Iwill assume that the players are equal with

respect to time valuation.

The supplier negotiates contracts with the buyers for every possible market outcome.

That is, when bargaining with retailer i, the supplier negotiates a contract both for the event

17Mazarotto (2004) uses the adress approach to illustrate the e¤ect of increased downstream market power
on the buyer�s buying power vis-a-vis its supplier. The following model di¤ers from Mazarotto in that it
applies the representative consumer approach.
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where both retailer i and j are active, and the event where he can not reach an agreement

with retailer j.

The agents have no outside options in the negotiations.

Analysis

Conside the following three-stage game:At stage one the supplier decides on the amount I to

invest to reduce the unit cost c. At stage two the retailers and the supplier negotiate supply

contracts. At stage three, the retailers buy products from the supplier, and then compete

for �nal consumers in the downstream market. Finally, the supplier can collect his revenue

as speci�ed in the contracts.

We can analyse the game backward, starting at stage three. Assume that the retailers

are separated. We denote this state by s.

Outlet i�s maximization problem at stage three is

Qsi (wi; wj) = argmax

�

�

Pi(Qi; Qj)� wi
�

Qi

�

; i = a; b: (30)

The FOC for (30) is

Pi � wi +
@Pi (Qi; Qj)

@Qi
Qi = 0; i = a; b; (31)

which, by symmetry, we can solve for Qi to �nd the equilibrium quantity Q
s
i (wi; wj) and the

unique Cournot pro�t �si (wi; wj) for retailer i whenever both outlets are active.

Now, if the supplier is in a state of disagreement with retailer j, the maximization problem

of retailer i at stage three reduces to

Qsi (wi)
�

�

�

Qj=0
= argmax

�

�

Pi(Qi)� wi
�

Qi

�

; i = a; b; (32)

which gives the FOC

Pi � wi +
@Pi (Qi)

@Qi
Qi = 0; i = a; b: (33)

Hence, when the supplier is in a state of disagreement with retailer j, i can realize the

monopoly pro�t at hislocation, �si (wi)jQj=0:

As long as  > 0, we �nd that Qsi (wi)jQj=0 > Qsi (wi; wj), and that �
s
i (wi)jQj=0 >

�si (wi; wj) :
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At stage two, the supplier and the retailers negotiate contracts. Since the players negotiate

two-part tari¤s, we can take advantage of the fact that, in equilibrium, the players set the

wholesale prices equal to marginal costs, wi = wj = c, so that the bargain problems reduces

to splitting the realized surplus through the �xed fees. Hence, we can write NBS to the

bargaining problem of retailer i and the manufacturer as

F si = argmax

�

�

�si � Fi
� �

Fi + F
s
j � F

d
j

�

�

; where i; j = a; b and i 6= j: (34)

where F dj is the supplier�s disagreement payo¤ �i.e., his revenue from j when he is in a state

of disagreement with retailer i:

First we have to �nd the supplier�s disagreement pro�t F dj , which, since wj = c in

equilibrium, is

F dj = argmax

�

�

�sj
�

�

Qi=0
� Fj

�

Fj

�

: (35)

Solving the FOC of (35) for Fj; we �nd that

F dj =
�sj
�

�

Qi=0

2
: (36)

(36) says that whenever retailer i is in a state of disagreement with the supplier, retailer

j and the manufacturer splits the realized monopoly pro�t at location j; �sj
�

�

Qi=0
; equally.

Now we can move on to �nd the supplier�s equilibrium contract with i, derived from the

FOC of (34) with respect to Fi, which is

�si � 2Fi � Fj + F
d
j = 0; i; j = a; b and i 6= j: (37)

By substituting (36) into (37), and using symmetry, we can solve for Fi to �nd that

F si =
2�si + �

s
j

�

�

Qi=0

6
; i; j = a; b and i 6= j: (38)

We can conclude that the supplier�s pro�t when both retailers are active but separated,

amounts to

F sa + F
s
b =

2�si + �
s
j

�

�

Qi=0

3
: (39)

Now consider the situation where the two downstream retailers are merged into a single

�rm, denoted ab, and denote this state bym. Again, we analyse the game backward. Starting
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at stage three, the merged �rm�s maximization problem is

fQma ; Q
m
b g = argmax

�

�

Pa(Qa; Qb)� wab
�

Qa +
�

Pb(Qb; Qa)� wab
�

Qb

�

: (40)

The FOC for (40) is

Pi � wab +
@Pi (Qi; Qj)

@Qi
Qi +

@Pj (Qj; Qi)

@Qi
Qj = 0; i = a; b and i 6= j: (41)

From (41) we can derive the equilibrium quantities Qma (wab) = Q
m
b (wab) and the equilib-

rium pro�ts �ma (wab) = �
m
b (wab) realized at the two locations, as functions of the wholesale

price wab charged by the supplier.

In comparing the FOCs (31) and (41), we can see that Qmi (c) < Q
s
i (c) and �

m
i (c) > �

s
i (c)

as long as  > 0 �which says that, as long as there is some degree of competition in the

downstream market, the merged �rm will reduce the quantities and increase the realized

pro�t at the two locations a and b.

As we move on to consider the bargaining problem at stage two, we can see that, since the

supplier receives nothing as long as he is in a state of disagreement with ab; NBS simpli�es

to

Fmab = argmax

�

�

�ma +�
m
b � Fab

�

Fab

�

: (42)

Again we use the fact that wab = c in equilibrium. We can solve the FOC of (42) for Fab to

�nd that

Fmab =
�ma +�

m
b

2
; (43)

which is the supplier�s equilibrium pro�t when the outlets are merged.

In comparing the two outcomes, (39) and (43), we can identify under which conditions

the merged �rm will receive a discount. Speci�cally, we have that Fmab < F
s
a + F

s
b as long as

�sj
�

�

Qi=0
> 3�mi � 2�

s
i ; i = a; b:

By using the linear inverse demand functions, we �nd that the condition becomes

(1� c)2

4
> 3

(1� c)2

4 (1 + )
� 2

�

1� c

2 + 

�2

;

which is true as long as  > 0. The conclusion is that there is no size discount per se;as long
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as the retailers are located in separate markets, which is the case for  = 0, the manufacturer

will receive the same whether the retailers are merged or separated. When  > 0; however,

the buyers will increase their market power when they merge, which further will improve

their position vis-à-vis the supplier in the negotiations. If this is the case, the merged �rm

will recieve a discount.

W elfareConsequences

What remains, is to assess the oucome at stage one, where the supplier decides on how much

to invest to reduce the marginal cost c.

Consider �rste the state of downstream separation. From the results above, we can write

the supplier�s maximization problem at stage one as

I�s = argmax

(

2�si
�

c(I)
�

+ �sj
�

c(I)
��

�

Qi=0

3
� I

)

; (44)

The FOC for (44) is

1

3

 

2
@�si
@c

+
@ �sj

�

�

Qi=0

@c

!

c0(I)� 1 = 0: (45)

If the retailers are merged, the supplier will invest the amount

I�m = argmax

(

�ma
�

c(I)
�

+�mb
�

c(I)
�

2
� I

)

; (46)

which gives us the FOC
@�mi
@c

c0(I)� 1 = 0: (47)

In comparing (45) and (47) it is easy to see that I�s > I
�

m, and hence cs < cm, as long as

1

3

 

2
@�si
@c

+
@ �sj

�

�

Qi=0

@c

!

>
@�mi
@c

;

which is true for  > 0: Hence, the supplier will reduce the marginal cost c more under

downstream separation than under downstream merger, as long as there is some degree of

competition between the retail stores. This occurs simply because the supplier receives a

smaller part of both incremental and total surplus when the retailers are merged than when
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they are separated, and therefore he also receives a smaller part of the gain from reducing

the unit cost c.

However, note that there are two e¤ects of downstream merger on consumer welfare.

First, the direct monopolization e¤ect:Whenever  > 0; the stores will rise the �nal prices

Pa and Pb when they merge, ceteris paribus. Second, there is the e¤ect of the amount invested

by the supplier at stage one, which will exacerbate the �rst e¤ect on �nal prices.

Conclusion

What we can we conclude from this simple model is that, in a standard framework of constant

unit costs and risk neutral players, there are no size discounts per se;if the downstream �rms

are located in separate markets, they will not increase their countervailing power if they

decide to merge. If buyers compete, however, both their market power and their bargaining

position vis-à-vis the supplier will be strengthened by merger. The e¤ect of increased buyer

power arises because the supplier�s status quo position, or disagreement point, is a¤ected

by merger:If the buyers are separated, there are e¤ectively two markets, and the supplier�s

status quo points in each market is una¤ected by merger. If the buyers compete in the

same market, however, the supplier�s status quo pro�t in this market is reduced when outlets

merge.

The intuition behind the result is that, when outlets compete in the same market, a

merged buyer�s per unit contribution to the supplier�s pro�t is higher than the per unit

contribution of a single outlet. Hence, a "big"buyer should recieve more than a "small"

buyer.

As for the welfare consequences, we found that the supplier will reduce the amount in-

vested in new technology when the downstream market is concentrated. Because of the

monopolization e¤ect, total industry pro�t will increase, ceteris paribus. This e¤ect is miti-

gated, however, by a higher unit cost in production.

Considerations The model showed that market power, obtained through local mergers,

may be a more important source of buyer power than size per se. Yet, there may also be

reasons for size to contribute to buyer power �e.g., if buyers and/or suppliers are risk averse,

or if suppliers face increasing unit costs in production. These assumptions are investigated

below.

It may also be that the e¤ects of merger are more severe than those predicted by the

model above:A supplier negotiating with two competing retailers may want to supply only
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one of them �this to create an outside option for himself. If he resorts to this strategy, the

outlets are forced to compete for the contract, and hence the supplier may be able to extract

all of the realized pro�t from the retailer who wins. This e¤ect will disappear all at once if

the outlets decide to merge.

Finally, the model could be extended to consider endogenous mergers, by introducing a

stage either pre- or post-investment (stage one) where the stores are allowed to merge. If

this stage appears before the investment stage, the stores will have to take into account the

e¤ect of their choice on the supplier�s investment decision.

Bargaining W ith a RiskAverseSupplier

The previous model investigated e¤ects of increasing the buyers� market power, by allowing

competing stores to merge, on their bargaining power vis-à-vis the supplier. We found that

the the buyers did not obtain size discounts by merging cross border. Instead we found

merger between competing stores to be the primary source of buyer power. However, this is

only a part of the story, as we will see.

In this section Iwill assess the e¤ects of cross-border downstream merger on a risk averse

supplier�s incentives to reduce unit costs in production. The implications of risk aversion

on buyer power are investigated by Chae and Heidhues (2004) and DeGraba (2003), among

others. Chae and Heidhues utilize NBS, whereas DeGraba assumes that the seller can o¤er

the buyers take-it-or-leave-it contracts. Furthermore, in DeGraba�s model the buyers are

�nal customers.

The following is a version of the Chae-Heidhues-model.

Assumptions The economy consists of a manufacturer supplying its product to N = 2

downstream markets. The supplier produces the product at a constant marginal cost, c.

In each market a retailer operates as a monopolist, reselling the product to �nal con-

sumers. Denote a market (or a retail outlet) by i = a; b. The retailers face identical demand

functions, Da(�) = Db(�) = D(�); and demand is falling in the retail price, Pi:

Outlets are allowed to merge, so that a buyer comprises of at least one outlet, and at

most two.

The supplier engages in simultaneous private negotiations over two-part tari¤s, on the

form Ti = Diwi + Fi, with each of the buyers, where wi is the wholsale price, Di is the

quantity demanded by buyer i; and Fi is a �xed fee. The buyers have no costs other than Ti:
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Finally, it is assumed that both the supplier and the buyers are (equally) risk averse.

Speci�cally, it is assumed that �rm i�s payo¤ is represented by the utility function Vi =

U(xi); where xi represents the �rm�s pro�t. Furthermore, it is assumed that U
0(xi) > 0 and

U 00(xi) < 0 for all xi > 0:

TheBargaining Framework The supplier negotiates simultaneously and privately with

each of the buyers by using perfect agents.

The bargaining game is a form of the Rubinstein alternating o¤ers game with risk of

breakdown. Speci�cally we have that in any period between an o¤er and a countero¤er

there is a probability, q = ��, that the negotiations will break down, where � represents

the length of the period, and � > 0. The players do not care about the time of settlement,

however. As shown by Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1986), the outcome of this game

will approach NBS as �! 0.

Analysis

Consider the following three-stage game: At stage one the supplier considers how much to

invest to reduce the unit cost c. Denote the amount invested by I: It is assumed that c0(I) < 0

and c00(I) > 0.

At stage two the the buyers and the supplier negotiates supply contracts, as speci�ed by

the bargaining framework above. At stage three the retail stores set prices and sell products

to �nal consumers. The supplier can then collect his revenue, as set out in the contracts.

In the following, two cases are considered. First, the case of separation, where each buyer

owns one outlet only. Second, the case of concentration, where a single buyer owns both

outlets.

1) Separation We can �nd the SPNE by using backward induction. Starting at stage

three, we have that each buyer sets the retail price

P �i = argmax fD (Pi)Pi �D(Pi)wig ; i = a; b: (48)

Each buyer then earns the net pro�t

�� (wi) = Ri [P
�

i (wi)]� Fi; i = a; b (49)

where Ri(�) is his revenue gross of �xed costs, and Fi is the �xed fee paid to the manufacturer.
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In examining the outcome at stage two, again we can use the fact that the parties negotiate

two-part tari¤s, which removes the problem of double marginalization. In negotiating Ti, the

buyer and the seller will simply maximize the total market pro�t, Ri(wi)�Dic; with respect

to wi, which implies setting w
�

i = c; and then negotiate the splitting of the realized pro�t

through the �xed fee Fi: Using this, we can write the Nash solution as

F �i = argmax
n

U (R�i � Fi)
�

U
�

Fi + F
�

j

�

� U (d)
�

o

; i; j = a; b and i 6= j; (50)

where d is the supplier�s breakdown pro�t, or the �xed fee that outlet j must pay if the

negotiations between the supplier and retailer i break down. Let us assume d = F �j ; which

says that the supplier receives the same from j whether or not he reaches an agreement with

i.

The outcome of the negotiations is implicitly determined by the FOC for (50), which we

can write
U 0
�

Fi + F
�

j

�

U
�

Fi + F �j
�

� U
�

F �j
� =

U 0 (R�i � Fi)

U (R�i � Fi)
: (51)

Since the markets and the retailers are identical, we know that R�i = R�j = R� and

F �i = F
�

j = F
� in equilibrium. Hence, we can simplify (51) and assert that F � is implicitly

determined by the condition

U 0 (2F �)

U (2F �)� U (F �)
=
U 0 (R� � F �)

U (R� � F �)
: (52)

Already we can evaluate the consequence of risk aversion and size. When the actors are

risk neutral, (52) simpli�es to
1

F �
=

1

R� � F �
;

which implies that the supplier and the buyer should split the realized market pro�t equally,

F � = R�=2. When U 00(�) < 0, however, the bigger party (here: the supplier) gains leverage in

the negotiations, and we �nd that F � > R�=2. This because the supplier�s breakdown payo¤

is positive, which positively a¤ects the amount of risk he can take in the negotiations.

Let us assume U(xi) = x
�
i ; where 0 < � 6 1: Then we can solve (52) for F

� to �nd that

F � = f(�)R� =
2�

3� 2� � 2
R�;

which is falling in � �or, put di¤erently, rising in the degree of risk aversion.
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2) Concentration Now consider the case of concentration. Since the outlets are located

in separate markets, the outcome at stage three is not altered if they decide to merge.

The bargaining outcome at stage two is a¤ected, however. The supplier now engages in

negotiations with the new merged buyer only, and hence the Nash solution is simply

F �i = argmax
n

U
�

R�i +R
�

j � Fi � F
�

j

�

U
�

Fi + F
�

j

�

o

; i = a; b and i 6= j (53)

The FOC for (53) is

U 0
�

Fi + F
�

j

�

U(Fi + F �j )
=
U 0
�

R�i +R
�

j � Fi � F
�

j

�

U
�

R�i +R
�

j � Fi � F
�

j

� : (54)

Again, using symmetry, (54) simpli�es to

U 0 (2F �)

U (2F �)
=
U 0 (2 (R� � F �))

U (2 (R� � F �))
; (55)

which implies F � = R�=2 irrespective of the form of U(�): From this we can conclude that

the buyers will gain leverage in the negotiations by merging, or by forming an alliance of

buyers.

W elfare Consequences

Finally, let us look at the supplier�s innovation incentives at stage one. From the outcome of

the bargaining game at stage two, we know that the supplier will receive

�Ss = 2f (�)R
� (56)

if he negotiates with the buyers separately, where his share of the market pro�t is a increasing

function of the players�risk aversion. From the analysis above, we have that f(1) = 1=2 and

f(�) > 1=2 for 0 < � < 1:

When the manufacturer instead negotiates with a big buyer, he receives

�Sc = R
�: (57)

From this we can write the supplier�s maximization problem at stage one as

I�s = argmax
�

2f (�)R� (c (I))� I
	

(58)
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in the case of separation, and

I�c = argmax
�

R� (c (I))� I
	

(59)

in the case of concentration. The FOCs of (58) and (59) are

2f (�)R�0(�)c0(I)� 1 = 0; (60)

and

R�0(�)c0(I)� 1 = 0; (61)

which means that I�s > I
�

c , and hence cs < cc, as long as f(�) > 1=2: The conclusion is that

the supplier will reduce the marginal cost more under separation than under concentration,

as long as market actors are risk averse. Therefore, both total industry pro�t and consumer

welfare may fall if buyers merge cross-border.

Conclusion In this section we have established that if sellers and/ or buyers are risk

averse, big buyers may gain leverage in the negotiations with their manufacturers. This

occurs because a big buyer�s per-unit contribution to the seller�s utility, is higher than the

per-unit contribution of a small buyer. Thus, the supplier is willing to give up more to strike

a deal with a big buyer.

Furthermore, because big buyers receive greater shares of both incremental and �nal

pro�t, the supplier will reduce the amount invested in technology. Hence, both total industry

pro�t and consumer welfare might fall.

Convex Technologies and Buyer Power

The result in the previous section arose from the fact that the supplier�s utility function was

assumed to be strictly concave in the number of buyers supplied, because of the presence of

risk aversion. Whenever this is the case, a big buyer will receive a discount because its average

(per unit sold) contribution to the supplier�s utility is larger than the per unit contribution

of smaller buyers.

Yet, there are other reasons as to why a supplier�s payo¤ function might be concave. An

apparent example is if the supplier�s costs are strictly convex. If this is the case, we should

be able to observe the same e¤ects of downstream merger as in the previous model, ceteris

paribus.
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The consequences of convex costs for both buyer power and the suppliers�choice of

technology, are investigated by Inderst and Wey (2003, 2005b)), I&W hereafter. They �nd

that the presence of big buyers may strengthen a manufacturer�s incentives to invest in a (less

convex) technology that reduces unit costs but simultaneously increases operational costs in

production. They also endogenize the horizontal mergers, and among other things they �nd

that retailers may merge to a¤ect upstream choice of technology.

This summary will concentrate on the articles�discussion of suppliers�incentives to invest.

Assumptions The original model describes a market with two suppliers selling di¤erenti-

ated goods to two retailers i = a; b. However, because the main result with respect to the

suppliers�investment incentives are not altered by it, I will assume only one supplier, denoted

by A.

The retailers operate as monopolists in independent markets. This assumption is included

to focus on the buyer�s size alone as a factor, and not his market power.

It is assumed that contracts are su¢ciently complex to assure e¢cient negotiations.18

Speci�cally it is assumed that the parties maximize the net surplus generated by the trans-

action, and then that the players simply negotiate the splitting of this net surplus. A bilateral

bargaining framework (see below) is used to set out the terms.

Since the retailers are independent monopolists, and accordingly supply and total indus-

try pro�t stays the same, the only thing a¤ected by a downstream merger is the number

of independently negotiating parties, and through this the distribution of pro�t between

suppliers and retailers.

Finally, I&W assume that the supplier can adopt one of two technologies, t 2 f�; �g,

where � has high marginal costs but low operational costs, while � has low marginal costs

but relatively high operational costs. The decision of which technology to use, has to be made

up front, and the investment costs will not a¤ect the outcome of the upcoming negotiations

with the retailer(s).

The Bargaining Fram ework Bargaining is carried out between the supplier and one

retailer (merged or not merged), and all negotiations are conducted simultaneously and

privately through the use of perfect agents. I&W assume that contracts are contingent on

market structure, de�ned as the number of active buyers, and that contracts are negotiated

for all contingencies in case the supplier can not reach agreement with some of the buyers.

18This is ensured e.g. by assuming non-linear contracts, or simply by assuming "joint-pro�t maximization".
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In the following analysis I will assess the consequences of both contingent and non-

contingent contracts.

In their 2003-paper, I&W resort to the axiomatic solution concept known as the Shapley

value (see Section 3on bargaining). They do not, however, support it by specifying a non-

cooperative game. Though, in their 2005-paper, they show that other bargaining procedures,

e.g. simultaneous Nash bargaining (which is supported by the non-cooperative Rubinstein

altering o¤ers game), reproduce their results. More on this below.

Analysis

Convex Costs and Consequences for Buyer Power First we have to identify the

total industry pro�t, and then determine how it is distributed between the players under the

di¤erent market structures. In this section, I will assume that the bargainig framework is a

form of the alternating o¤ers game with no risk of breakdown.

Denote the manufacturer�s total costs by C(Qa + Qb); and assume that C
0(�) > 0 and

that C 00(�) > 0. Buyers have no costs other than the per unit price and the �xed fee charged

by the supplier.

The buyers face identical market demand functions, Qa(�) = Qb(�) = Q(�): Furthermore,

it is assumed that market demand is falling in consumer price, pi. At the �nal stage of the

game, after the contracts have been negotiated, the retailers maximize their pro�t by setting

the monopoly price pmi . Hence, total industry pro�t can be written.

�� = max
pa;pb

�

Q (pa) pa +Q (pb) pb � C
h

Q(pa) +Q(pb)
i

�

: (62)

Since the supplier�s unit costs are rising, C 00 > 0, it can be shown that the total industry

pro�t ��(n) is strictly concave in the number n of buyers served. Which implies

��(1) >
��(2)

2
: (63)

As we will see, this has implications for the amount of that a buyer will receive in the

negotiations.

Consider �rst the situation where the buyers are separated. From the assumptions stated

above, we have that the bargaining problem reduces to splitting the surplus rent of the

transaction. Since it is assumed that the supply contracts are determined by an alternating
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o¤ers game, we can resort to NBS.

Denote buyer i�s share of the pro�t by xi: Then we can write the outcome of the negoti-

ations between the supplier and retailer i as

x�i = argmax
n

xi
�

��(2) � xi � xj � x
d
j

�

o

; i; j = a; b and i 6= j; (64)

where xdj is the share that j receives in case there is disagreement in the negotiations with i.

Since the players negotiate contracts for all possible contingencies, we know that

xdj = argmax
n

xj
�

��(1)� xj
�

o

; (65)

which gives

xdj =
��(1)

2
: (66)

Substituting (66) into (64), and using symmetry, we �nd that the equilibrium shares of

the two buyers are

x�a = x
�

b =
��(2)

3
�
��(1)

6
; (67)

which amounts to

x�a + x
�

b =
2��(2)� ��(1)

3
: (68)

Now, consider the situation where the two downstream �rms are merged. Denote the

merged �rm�s share of the pro�tt as xab. When negotiating with the merged buyer, the

supplier�s disagreement payo¤ is zero, so the outcome of the negotiations reduces to

x�ab = argmax

�

xab

�

��(2) � xab

�

�

; (69)

which simply gives

x�ab =
��(2)

2
: (70)

In comparing (68) and (70) we can see under which conditions a big buyer will receive a

discount. Speci�cally, we have that x�ab > x
�

a + x
�

b as long as

��(1) >
��(2)

2
;

i.e., whenever total industry pro�t is concave in the number of outlets served. This also

implies that big buyers are punished if the converse is true �that is, if total industry pro�t is
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strictly convex in the number of active buyers. The latter will be the case if unit production

costs are falling, C 00 < 0.

Supplier Incentives

To evaluate the supplier�s incentives to invest, we assume that the manufacturer can pay I

up front to change from technology � to �.

At the second stage, contracts are negotiated. In this section I will utilize the Shapley

value to determine the contracting equilibrium, as in I&W (2003).

Let N denote the grand coalition, while Nni denotes the grand coalition without player

i, where i = A; a; b. Also, let ��K denote industry pro�t under coalition K. Total industry

pro�t is identical to that speci�ed in the previous section. However, now the production

technology t = �; � is endogenously determined:

��N = max
pa;pb

�

Q (pa) pa +Q (pb) pb � Ct

h

Q(pa) +Q(pb)
i

�

: (71)

To be speci�c, I will assume a simple linear direct demand function on the formQi = 1�pi.

Furthermore, as in I&W (2003), I will assume the following about the two technologies:

Ct (Qa +Qb) = Ft+ ct (Qa +Qb), F� = 0 < F� and c� < c�. Note that both technologies are

assumed to be linear, not strictly convex, as in the previous section. This is done to focus

on the supplier�s incentives to switch from a technology with low operational costs and high

unit costs ("convex") to one with high operational costs but low unit costs ("less convex").

As mentioned above, to adopt �, the supplier has to make an investment decision I up

front. And the size of I does not a¤ect the results of the upcoming negotiations with the

retailers. The question is, what are the incentives for incurring I, that allows the �rm to

innovate and adopt technology �? And how are these incentives a¤ected by a downstream

merger? What we have to �nd, is the individual actors�Shapley values in the settings of

downstream separation vs. downstream merger.

First, look at the supplier�s share of the surplus when the retailers are separated (see tab.

1 below).

From table 1 and the Shapley value, we have that the supplier�s share when the retailers

are separated is

xsA =
�N +�N=i

3
: (72)

By using the demand and cost functions above, we �nd that total industry pro�t with
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Prob. Coalition M arg.contrib.,�i� (N)
1

6
A; a; b 0;�Nnb;�N � �Nnb

1

6
A; b; a 0;�Nna;�N � �Nna

1

6
a;A; b 0;�Nnb;�N � �Nnb

1

6
b; A; a 0;�Nna;�N � �Nna

1

6
a; b; A 0; 0;�N

1

6
b; a; A 0; 0;�N

Table 1: All permutations of the grand coalition N, and the players�associated marginal
contribution to the coalition when the retailers are not merged.

Prob. Coalition M arg.contrib.,�i� (N)
1

2
A; ab 0;�N

1

2
ab; A 0;�N

Table 2: All permutations of the grand coalition N, and the players�associated marginal
contribution to the coalition when the retailers are merged.

both retailers active is

��N =
(1� ct)

2

2
� Ft, (73)

and that total industry pro�t with only one active retailer is

��Nni =
(1� ct)

2

4
� Ft. (74)

Now, using exp. (72), (73) and (74), we can identify the supplier�s share as

xsA =
(1� ct)

2

4
�
2Ft
3
= ��Nni +

Ft
3
. (75)

Consider now the situation where the retailers are merged. A will then have only one

party to negotiate his share of �N with. Denote the merged downstream �rm by ab. We set

up a table like before (see table 2above), and discover that the suppliers share simply has

changed to

xmA =
��N
2
=
(1� ct)

2

4
�
Ft
2
= ��Nni +

Ft
2
. (76)

From (75) and (76) we see that the supplier receives more under downstream merger than

under downstream separation, as long as Ft is positive. With no operational costs, Ft = 0,

we see that he will receive the same share under both market structures.
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What about the incentives to innovate? First, look at the incentives under separation:

With use of technology �, the supplier receives

xsAjt=� =
(1� c�)

2

4
.

Whereas if he applies technology �, he will receive

xsAjt=� =
(1� c�)

2

4
�
2F�
3
.

We know that he will innovate as long as

xsAjt=� � x
s
Ajt=� > I;

and for c� = 0 this is true as long as c� is higher than

cs� =
3�

p

9� 24F� � 36I

3
. (77)

Now, let us look at his incentives when the downstream �rms are merged. With technology

�; the supplier receives

xmA jt=� =
(1� c�)

2

4
.

With technology �, he will get

xmA jt=� =
(1� c�)

2

4
�
F�
2
.

And we have the condition for the supplier to innovate:

xmA jt=� � x
m
A jt=� > I

If c� = 0, this condition is satis�ed as long as c� is higher than

cm� = 1�
p

1� 2F� � 4I. (78)

From (77) and (78) it is easy to see that, with use of the ine¢cient technology �, the

smallest possible unit cost for which the supplier still will innovate, is lower under downstream
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merger than under downstream competition: So, as cm� < cs�, it is more likely that an

innovation will occur when the downstream �rms are merged.

This occurs because big buyers negotiates less "at the margin" compared to smaller

buyers, as was demonstrated in the previos section with use of NBS. Hence, the supplier

can roll over a larger fraction of the operational costs to the retailers when the retailers are

merged than when they are not. And as the operational costs are relatively high with use of

�, this technology becomes relatively more pro�table under downstream merger.

Simultaneous Nash Bargaining

To clarify the result from above, let us evaluate the investment incentives once again using

NBS. As in the �rst section, I will assume a form of the alternating o¤ers game. However, now

the supplier and the buyers are not necessarily equal with respect to "bargaining strength".

Hence, we let the powers � and 1� � be a re�ection of the respective parties�time valuation.

Non-linear prices on the form fwi; Sig, where wi is the wholesale price and Si is a �xed fee,

are allowed to assure e¢ciency. Furthermore, in this section I will consider both contingent

and non-contingent contracts. This might clarify the intuition behind the results we obtained

by using the Shapley value.

With respect to the economy (technologies, demand functions, number of �rms, etc.), I

will keep all assumptions from above.

Consider the situation where the downstream �rms are separated. First we have to

identify the Nash product.

Note that, with positive operational (�xed) costs, the two bargaining problems are in-

terdependent, in that the number of active �rms determines the splitting of the �xed cost.

However, when using technology �, because of the assumption of zero �xed costs, the bar-

gaining problems become independent.

Let us start out by analyzing the bargaining outcome when t = �. Since the negotiations

are independent, the problem reduces to splitting the monopoly pro�t in each market. The

Nash solution is

fw�i ; S
�

i g = argmax
n

�

�Nnj � Si
��
(Qi (wi � c�) + Si)

1��
o

, i = a; b; (79)
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where �Nnj is the monopoly pro�t of retailer i. The FOCs of (79) are

(1� �)
Qi +

@Qi
@wi
(wi � c�)

Si +Qi (wi � c�)
+ �

@�Nnj=@wi
�Nnj � Si

= 0, i = a; b, (80)

and
1� �

Si +Qi (wi � c�)
�

�

�Nnj � Si
= 0, i = a; b. (81)

(80) and (81) dictate that the wholesale price be set equal to the unit cost, w�i = c�,

avoiding double marginalization, and that the �xed fee is set so that the realized pro�t is

split between the retailer and the supplier according to their bargaining powers, that is

S�i jt=� = S�j
�

�

t=�
= S�jt=� = (1� �) �

�

Nnj (c�) , i; j = a; b. (82)

We can conclude that the supplier will receive a total of

xsAjt=� = xmA jt=� = 2 S
�jt=� = (1� �) �

�

N (c�) :

Because of the fact that the bargaining problems are independent (zero operational costs),

the supplier�s total pro�t will be the same when negotiating with a large buyer.

Now, if t = �, we have to subtract the �xed cost F� from the supplier�s gross pro�t

(zero marginal costs). The Nash solution in negotiating with retailer i; when the outlets are

separated, then becomes

fw�i ; S
�

i g = argmax
n

�

�Nnj � Si
��
(Qiwi + Si +Qjwj + Sj � F� � (Sd + wdQd � F�))

1��
o

= argmax
�

�P �i ��P
1��
A

	

; i; j = a; b and i 6= j; (83)

where (Sd + wdQd � F�) is the supplier�s disagreement payo¤. For notational simplicity, �Pi

and�PA represents the change in the retailer�s and the producer�s payo¤ as result of reaching

agreement.

The size of the disagreement payo¤ depends on whether or not the contracts are con-

tingent. Let us assume contingent contracts, like I&W. The disagreement payo¤ then is

determined by

fw�d; S
�

dg = argmax
n

�

�Nni � Sd
��
(Qswd + Sd � F�)

1��
o

. (84)
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The FOCs for (84) are

(1� �)
Qj + wd

@Qj
@wj

Sd � F� + wdQj
+ �

@�Nni=@wd
�Nni � Sd

= 0, (85)

and
(1� �)

Sd � F� + wdQj
�

�

�Nni � Sd
= 0. (86)

Eq. (85) and (86) says that the wholesale price should be set equal to marginal costs,

w�d = c� = 0, and again that the �xed fee should split the gross pro�t, �Nni (c�), and the

�xed cost, F�, between the retailer and the supplier according to their bargaining powers:

S�d = (1� �) �
�

Nni + �F�. (87)

From this we �nd that the supplier�s (net) pro�t in the state of disagreement is

S�d � F� = (1� �) �
�

Nni + �F� � F� = (1� �)
�

��Nni � F�
�

(88)

Now we can proceed to �nd the FOCs for (83), which are

(1� �)
Qi + wi

@Qi
@wi

�PA
+ �

@�Nnj=@wi
�Pi

= 0, i = a; b, (89)

and
1� �

�PA
�

�

�Pi
= 0, i = a; b. (90)

Using symmertry, result (88) from above, and the fact that w�i = w
�

j = 0, we can solve

for S�i to �nd

S�i jt=� = S�j
�

�

t=�
= S�jt=� =

(1� �2)��Nni + �
2F�

1 + �
, i = a; b. (91)

Hence, the supplier�s net pro�t becomes

xsAjt=� = 2 S�jt=� � F� = 2
(1� �2)��Nni + �

2F�

1 + �
� F�

=
� � 1

1 + �

�

(1 + 2�) F� � (1 + �) 2�
�

Nni

�

; (92)
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which is zero for � = 1 (all bargaining power to the downstream �rms) and equal to the total

realized net pro�t, 2��Nni � F�, for � = 0 (all bargaining power to the supplier).

Note that in using the linear demand function above, and assuming � = 1=2, we �nd that

the supplier�s pro�t simpli�es to

xsA
�

�

t=�;�= 1

2

=
1

4
�
2F�
3
; (93)

which is exactly what we found by using the Shapley value.

Now, if the retailers merge, what will be the supplier�s pro�t?NBS is

fw�ab; S
�

abg = argmax
n

(�N � Sab)
� (Qabwab + Sab � F�)

1��
o

: (94)

The FOCs for (94) are

(1� �)
Qab + wab

@Qab
@wab

Sab + wabQab � F�
+ �

@�N=@wab
�N � Sab

= 0, (95)

and
1� �

Sab + wabQab � F�
�

�

�ab � Sab
= 0. (96)

Solving eq. (95) and (96) for the wholesale price yields w�ab = 0, as before. Furthermore,

the �xed fee should be set to

S�abjt=� = (1� �) �
�

N + �F�, (97)

so that the supplier�s pro�t becomes

xmA jt=� = S�abjt=� � F� = (1� �) (�
�

N � F�) . (98)

By using the linear demand function from above, and setting � = 1=2, we �nd that the

supplier�s net pro�t simpli�es to

xmA
�

�

t=�;�= 1

2

=
1

4
�
F�
2
. (99)

Again, exactly what we found by using the Shapley value. Comparing (92) and (98), we

observe that xsAjt=� = xsAjt=� if � = 0 or � = 1, and that x
s
Ajt=� < xsAjt=� if 0 < � < 1.
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The conclusion is that the results from the previous section are reproduced when applying

simultaneous Nash bargaining �given a proper speci�cation of the disagreement payo¤s, and

granted that the parties are equal with respect to bargaining power. Furthermore, using

NBS helps to clarify the result:

The supplier, in using a technology with high operational costs, will receive more in

negotiating with one large buyer compared to what he will receive in negotiating with several

small buyers. The reason is that when negotiating with small buyers, the supplier has to

pay the operational cost even if he can not reach an agreement with one of buyers;the �xed

operational cost appears both in the supplier�s disagreement payo¤ and in his �nal payo¤.

In the situation with one large buyer, however, the large buyer�s demand is solely responsible

for in�icting the �xed cost on the supplier. Hence, he should also be charged for it. That

is, a small buyer is to a lesser degree "responsible"for setting o¤ the �xed cost than a large

buyer is.

Non-contingent contracts The intuition behind the result becomes particularly clear if

we allow the supplier only to sign non-contingent contracts with the buyers. With non-

contingent contracts, we can show that the supplier is forced to bear all of the operational

cost himself whenever negotiating with small buyers.

When signing non-contingent contracts, the supplier will receive the same from �rm j

irrespective of what happens in negotiations with i. Hence, for the analysis to be meaningful,

we have to assume that the supplier�s bargaining power is su¢ciently high, and the �xed

cost su¢ciently small, for the supplier to supply j even if he can not reach agreement with

i � that is, we will assume S�j > F�. The Nash solution when negotiating with i (using

w�i = w
�

j = 0) becomes

S�i = argmax
n

�

��Nnj � Si
�� �

Si + Sj � F� �
�

S�j � F�
��1��

o

; (100)

where i; j = a; b and i 6= j

The FOC for (100) is
1� �

Si + Sj � S
�

j
| {z }

0

�
�

��
Nnj

� Si
= 0: (101)

Note that both the �xed cost and the �xed fee from �rm j disappear from (101). Solving for
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S�i yields

S�i jt=� = S�j
�

�

t=�
= S�jt=� = (1� �) �

�

Nni; (102)

and hence the supplier�s net pro�t is simply

xsAjt=� = (1� �) �
�

N � F�: (103)

That is, with non-contingent contracts, the supplier has to pay all of the �xed cost himself.

Note that for this to be an equilibrium, (1� �) ��Nni > F� has to hold.

Again, there are two apparent reasons for this result: 1) The �xed cost has to be payed

whether the individual �rm chooses to sign a deal with the supplier. 2) Firm j is active and

pays the same whether i comes to an agreement with the supplier. The operational cost

could therefore be considered as a sunk cost when negotiating with several small buyers, and

thus the individual �rms should not be charged for it.

Conclusion

The analysis of this section has shown that big buyers will receive discounts as long as total

industry pro�t is strictly concave in the number of buyers served �which is the case if the

supplier�s unit costs are rising. Also, we found that big buyers are forced to bear more of

inframarginal (or �xed production) costs. Hence, it may be more pro�table for a supplier

facing big buyers to switch from a technology with relatively low �xed production costs and

high marginal costs (convex), to a technology with relatively high �xed production costs and

low marginal costs (less convex), compared to a supplier facing small buyers.

Considerations The result rests on the inclusion of high operational costs if the �rm were

to use technology �. With operational costs attached to �, the supplier will roll over a

larger fraction of these costs to the retailers when they are merged than when they are not.

The result is that when facing a big buyer, the supplier is more concerned with containing

marginal costs than reducing operational costs, wheras the opposit is true for downstream

separation.

If the new technology were not to include higher inframarginal costs, however, and only

entails reducing the marginal costs, the supplier�s investment incentives are weakened when

facing a big buyer �granted that both � and � are strictly convex.

Finally, we should note that the model could be used to investigate incentives for product

innovation. Because a big buyer is able to appropriate more of the surplus when unit costs
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are rising, the supplier�s incremental surplus from introducing a (new) product with a convex

production technology, is smaller when he is facing big buyers. Hence, incentives to introduce

new products may be lessened as the downstream market becomes more concentrated.

Outside Options and Buyer Power

So far, we have found that size discounts may arise if suppliers and/or buyers are risk averse,

or if suppliers have convex costs. However, there might yet be another reason for cross-border

mergers to be pro�table for buyers: Big buyers face higher total demand. Hence, it may be

reasonable to assume that big buyers more easily than smaller ones can threaten to integrate

backwards. If the threat of integrating backwards is credible, then, according to the outside

option principle, the bargaining outcome should grant the big buyer a more favourable deal.

This is formalized by I&W (2005a). As in their previous model, they �nd the dynamic welfare

e¤ects to be positive.

Assumptions The model assumes one supplier serving N > 2 identical independent down-

stream markets with a single product. The good is produced at a constant unit cost of c.

There are two retailers r = a; b in each market, so that there exists a total of 2N retailers,

and they compete in quantities.

To model buyer power, a set I of buyers is introduced, and each buyer Bi2I is allowed to

own a maximum of one outlet in each market. (Again this assumption is included to abstract

from standard monopolization e¤ects.) The number of �rms ni owned by Bi, is a measure

of this buyer�s buyer power.

Again, two-part tari¤s on the form Ti = wiQi + Si are allowed to assure e¢cient con-

tracts. Though not made explicit in their paper, I&W also assume the contracts to be

non-contingent. This means that, in any given market, whenever the supplier is in a state of

disagreement with retailer a, retailer b will operate at the anticipated equilibrium level, and

vice versa.

Finally, a buyer Bi can choose to produce the product himself, at a constant unit cost of

ci: To do this, the buyer must pay a �xed cost of F up front.

The BargainingFram ework The supplier engages in simultaneous pairwise negotiations

with each buyer, through the use of perfect agents. Every party forms rational expectations

about the outcome in all other negotiations.
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We resort to NBS to determine the tari¤s. It is assumed that the parties are equal in

bargaining skills, so that the solution is symmetric. There is no risk of breakdown in the

negotiations.

As described above, we have that each buyer has access to an alternative supply option,

speci�cally meaning that the mentioned buyer could voluntary opt out of the negotiations,

incur the �xed cost F; and start supplying himself for a unit cost of ci. According to the

outside option principle, the alternative supply option is credible only as long as its value

exceeds what the mentioned buyer would receive if he were to continue the negotiations.

Therefore it should only operate as a constraint on NBS. Furthermore, whenever the outside

option is credible, the negotiating parties� share of the pie is fully determined by it.19

Analysis

Since the the model allows for two-part tari¤s, there exists a unique bargaining equlibrium

where the wholesale price is set to w� = c, and where each retailer puts his Cournot-quantity

Qc out on the market, earning the unique Cournot-pro�t �c(c) minus the �xed fee Si. Hence,

the bargaining problem is reduced to determining the size of Si.

Furthermore, since the manufacturer�s technology is linear and without �xed operational

costs, and as contracts are non-contingent, we can treat the bargaining problems as being

independent from each other. Thus, we can write the outcome of the negotiations between

the supplier and buyer i as

S�i = argmax fniSi (ni�
c � niSi)g ; (104)

s.t. ni (�
c(c)� Si) > ni�

c
o(ci; c)� F ,

where ni�
c
o(ci; c) � F represents the value of the buyer�s outside supply option. (104) says

that Bi pays a �xed fee that amounts to niS
�

i � that is, S
�

i in each market he operates.

From (104) we can see that if the outside option of buyer i is not credible, the bargaining

outcome is simply

S�i =
�c

2
, (105)

which means that the supplier receives half of the buyer�s Cournot pro�t in every market

19See the subsections on outside options in the section on bargaining.
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where Bi operates. If i�s outside option is credible, however, the solution becomes

S�i =
ni (�

c(c)� �co(ci; c)) + F

ni
. (106)

Note that it is the buyer�s size, together with ci and F (both exogenously given), which

determines the credibility of the outside option. To see this, look at the condition for the

outside option to be credible:

ni
�c(c)

2
< ni�

c
o(ci; c)� F ,

which we could rearrange to obtain

�c(c)

2
<
ni�

c
o(ci; c)� F

ni
. (107)

As we can see, the right hand side of exp. (107) is clearly rising in ni, so that as the buyer

grows, his outside option is more likely to become credible.

W elfareConsequences

Consider now the supplier�s incentive to reduce his unit cost c.20

First, note that because the retailers compete in quantities, the pro�t �co(ci; c) of a retailer

owned by a buyer that has invoked his outside supply option, is rising in c and falling in ci,

so that @�co(ci; c)=@c > 0 and @�
c
o(ci; c)=@ci < 0. By the same reasoning we have that the

pro�t �c(c; ci) of a retailer that faces a competitor that is "self-supplied", is falling in c and

rising in ci, so that @�
c(c; ci)=@c < 0 and @�

c(c; ci)=@ci > 0.

Now, let us look at an economy withN = 2markets. There are three possible downstream

structures to consider: 1) The market structure with four small buyers, denoted ss, 2) a

structure with two small buyers and one big buyer, denoted sm, and �nally 3) the market

structure with two big buyers, denoted mm.

Assume that the �xed cost of resorting to one�s outside option lies in the range

�co(ci; c)�
�c(c)

2
< F < 2

�

�co(ci; c)�
�c(c)

2

�

, (108)

20Inderst and W ey (2005a) also allow for the buyer to reduce the unit costs of his outside option, which
strengthens the derived welfare e¤ects. Here we assume that the unit cost of the outside option is �xed at ci.
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so that the outside option becomes credible for a buyer that owns ni = 2 outlets, but is not

so for a small buyer.

Consider �rst the market structure ss. There exists a total of four buyers, and because

their outside options are not credible, the supplier receives Ssi = �
c(c)=2 from each of them.

The suppplier�s total income, denoted xss; then is

xss = 2�
c(c). (109)

Hence, his incentives to reduce his unit cost is determined by

�
@xss
@c

= �2
@�c(c)

@c
| {z }

+

, (110)

which is positive. But what would happen if one of the buyers were to merge with one of

the outlets in the opposite market?Because of assumption (108) above, this buyer�s outside

option now becomes credible, and the �xed fees payed from this buyer�s two outlets are

determined by

Smi =
2
�

�c (c; ci)� �
c
o(ci; c)

�

+ F

2
. (111)

Since the income from the two separated outlets is not a¤ected by the merger, the sup-

plier�s total income now amounts to

xsm = 2 (S
s
i + S

m
i ) = �

c(c; ci) + 2 (�
c(c; ci)� �

c
o(ci; c)) + F , (112)

which for reasonable values of c and ci is smaller than xss. To see this, assume ci = c. Then

we have �c = �co and F < �
c (the latter follows from (108)), and therefore xsm = �

c + F <

2�c = xss.

As before, we determine the supplier�s incentives to reduce his unit cost by

�
@xsm
@c

= �3
@�c(c; ci)

@c
| {z }

+

+

2
@�co(ci; c)

@c
| {z }

+

, (113)

which clearly is higher than the gain under complete downstream separation, exp. (110).

Now, as the �nal two outlets merge, all �xed fees are determined by exp. (111), so that
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the supplier�s total income becomes

xmm = 4S
m
i = 4

�

�c (c; ci)� �
c
o(ci; c)

�

+ 2F .

W e can easily see that the supplier�s total income has been further reduced: If ci = c, then

we simply have that xmm = 2F < �
c+F = xsm. As for the supplier�s incentives, we can see

that he will gain

�
@xmm
@c

= �4
@�c(c; ci)

@c
| {z }

+

+ 4
@�co(ci; c)

@c
| {z }

,

+

(114)

from an incremental reduction in c, which clearly is higher than that of exp. (113).

To summarize, we found that xss > xsm > xmm, so that the supplier�s total income

shrinks as the buyers grow larger. This is immediately intuitive, since, as long as the buyer

is large enough and/or the �xed cost of integrating backwards is low enough, the average

(per store) net pro�t that a large buyer can realize by producing the product himself, exceeds

one half of the Cournot pro�t, which is what any retail store will realize when purchasing the

product from the supplier. Hence, to prevent the big buyer from integrating backwards, the

supplier simply o¤ers him the value of the outside option � which makes the buyer indi¤erent

between accepting the o¤er from the supplier and integrating backwards.

Also, we found that j@xss=@cj < j@xsm=@cj < j@xmm=@cj, so that the supplier�s gain from

reducing the unit cost c increases as the downstream market becomes more concentrated.

This is also intuitive, since there is no reason for the supplier to grant the big buyer more of

the surplus than what is determined by the buyer�s outside option. Hence, the supplier can

extract all of the gain from any invention that increases the surplus above the value of the

buyer�s outside option.

Conclusion

The above analysis showed that big buyers are morelikely than smaller buyers to receive a

discount from the supplier, as is to be expected. However, we also found that the supplier�s

incentive to reduce his unit cost increases as the buyers grow larger � which is not immediately

intuitive, since we assumed constant unit costs (not rising, as in the section on convex

technologies).

The results came about as a consequence of the fact that big buyers have more valuable

alternative supply options, so that the supplier has to give up a larger part of the surplus to
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strike a deal with them. The reason is that big buyers face higher total demand, and thus they

have more units over which they can spread the �xed cost of integrating backwards. Hence,

the outside option of a big (small) buyer is more (less) likely to be credible. Furthermore,

whenever a big buyer�s threat of integrating backwards is credible, then, according to the

outside option principle, the supplier�s income from this buyer is fully determined by the

outside option. The supplier simply "buys o¤"the big buyer, by o¤ering him the exact value

of the outside option (or marginally more), and then pockets the full (direct) gain in the

surplus rent as he reduces the unit costs, plus the (indirect) gain from reducing the value of

the big buyer�s outside options.

4.2ProductInnovation

Retail M ergers,BuyerPowerand ProductVariety

Cross-border retail mergers might make certain strategies, or threats, available to the new

merged buyer, which are not available to individual retailers. In the previous model, e.g., we

found a big buyer�s threat of integrating backwards to be more credible than that of a small

buyer. In this section, we will see that large retail chains may also be capable of forcing

suppliers to compete harder for contracts. As a consequence, big buyers are provided with

a larger share of total industry pro�t than smaller ones. This is formalized by Inderst and

Sha¤er (2007), I&S hereafter.

Speci�cally, the model investigates the e¤ect of cross-border mergers on product variety:

Following a downstream merger, the retail chain may want to reduce the number of products

it carries. This to enhance its buyer power, by making suppliers "less di¤erentiated", and

hence making them compete harder. As a consequence for suppliers� incentives, it can be

shown that, if downstream merger can be expected, the suppliers will choose ine¢cient

product characteristics to win the supply contracts.

Assumptions The economy consists of two suppliers s = A;B selling di¤erentiated goods

to two retailers r = a; b, which operate as monopolists in independent markets. The suppliers

produce their products at a constant unit cost c.

It is assumed that each outlet stocks only one good at a time. Capacity problems, limited

shelf space, e.g., could be the reason for this � but I&S also show that it may be optimal for

strategic reasons for each retailer only to stock one of the goods.
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Each product can be represented by its characteristic �s, s = A;B. And the direct

demand Dr for the good at outlet r = a; b is determined both by its price pr set at outlet

r, and by its type �s, so that we have Dr(pr; �
s). Conversely, the price (or inverse demand)

at outlet r is determined by the quantity sold x and the characteristic of the good, so that

pr(x; �
s).

The retailers negotiate e¢cient contracts with the suppliers, so that double marginaliza-

tion problems are absent. Thus the total pro�t to be shared between retailer r and supplier

s is simply

�r (�
s) = max

x
[pr(x; �

s)� c]x. (115)

It is assumed that product demand in the respective market re�ects the consumers likings

in that particular market, and the consumers at location a are di¤erent from those at location

b. Speci�cally, we have that

�a(�
A) > �a(�

B) and �b(�
B) > �b(�

A), (116)

so that product A �ts better than product B to the consumer base at outlet a, and vice

versa.

TheBargainingFramework To determine which supplier gets to serve which outlet, and

to decide the terms of the contracts, both auctions and bilateral negotiations are considered.

The auction is a type of "�rst-price"sealed bid auction, where the suppliers are bidding

on the right so sell their products at the speci�c outlet. This results in a Bertrand-type

competition between the suppliers.

In determining the outcome of the negotiations, I&S utilize ANS, where each supplier

has bargaining power � and each retailer has bargaining power 1� �.

All negotiations proceed simultaneously and privately through the use of perfect agents,

and all agents form rational expectations about the outcomes of the other negotiations. It

is unclear what is the underlying assumptions about the negotiations, however. Do they

comprise of a series of alternating o¤ers?Is there a risk of breakdown?

I&S identify the individual retailer�s disagreement point simply as the surplus that this

retailer could obtain by resorting to the other supplier � i.e., it is identi�ed as the retailer�s

outside option. It should be noted that this is not in accordance with the outside option

principle (see Section 3on bargaining). Furthermore, it is assumed that the other supplier

will do his utmost to snatch the contract from the supplier that the retailer is negotiating
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with, so that this other supplier will o¤er the retailer all of the surplus from selling his

product. Thus, retailer a�s disagreement point in negotiations with A is simply �a(�
B).

The suppliers have no outside options, and hence their disagreement points are normalized

to zero.

Analysis

Two di¤erent scenarios are considered. In the �rst, the two outlets are separated. In the

second, they are merged.

Auctions We �rst look at the scenario with separated retailers. The outcome of the

auctions are straightforward, because of the Bertrand competition between the suppliers:

Supplier B can o¤er retailer a at most �a(�
B), whereas supplier A can o¤er �a(�

A) > �a(�
B).

Hence A wins the auction at location a and pays a total of �a(�
B), or marginally more. By

the same reasoning, we �nd that supplier B wins the auction at location b, and he pays

a total of �b(�
A). The outcome is that each outlet is served by the supplier that �ts the

mentioned outlet�s consumer base best. Retailer a stocks product A and earns a total of

�a(�
B). Retailer b stocks product B and earns a total of �b(�

A).

Consider now the state where the retailers are merged. The merged �rm has two alterna-

tive strategies: 1) To continue selling di¤erent products at di¤erent outlets, or 2) to announce

that it is going to stock the same product at both outlets. The outcome of the �rst strategy

would be the same as that in the scenario with separated retailers: The merged �rm would

stock product A at location a and product B at location B. Through this it would earn a

total of �a(�
B) + �b(�

A).

But the outcome of the second strategy would be better for the merged �rm: Now the

suppliers would have to compete for both markets at the same time. Supplier A is able to

pay a maximum of �a(�
A)+�b(�

A), wheras B is capable of paying at most �b(�
B)+�a(�

B).

There are three possible outcomes of this auction, depending on the size of �a(�
A), �b(�

A),

�b(�
B), and �a(�

B):

� If �a(�
A) + �b(�

A) > �b(�
B) + �a(�

B), supplier A wins the auction. Both retailers

stock product A, and the merged �rm earns a total of �b(�
B) + �a(�

B).

� If �a(�
A) + �b(�

A) < �b(�
B) + �a(�

B), supplier B wins the auction. Both retailers

stock product B, and the merged �rm earns a total of �a(�
A) + �b(�

A).
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� If �a(�
A) + �b(�

A) = �b(�
B) + �a(�

B), any of the retailers could win.

Regardless of who wins, the merged �rm is better o¤, since both �a(�
A) + �b(�

A) and

�b(�
B) + �a(�

B) are strictly higher than �a(�
B) + �b(�

A). Furthermore, we can conclude

that the retailers will prefer to merge, and then split the gain from stocking only one of the

products. This, under standard assumptions, results in both lower total industry pro�t and

lower consumer welfare.

Negotiations Assuming auctions of the above type, I&S argue, is just another way of

saying that the retailers have no bargaining power. This because the suppliers are able to

extract all of the excess revenue � e.g., in the situation with separated retailers, supplier A

earns �a(�
A)��a(�

B). Therefore, to say more about the dynamics in the model, I&S allow

for a more equal distribution of bargaining power:

W e start by investigating the scenario where the retailers are separated. From the bar-

gaining framework described above, we have that the result of the negotiations between

retailer r and supplier s is simply the division

y�r = argmax
n

(�r(�
s)� yr)

� (yr � �r(�
�s))1��

o

; (117)

where r = a; b and s = A;B

where y� represents the retailers share of the surplus and �r(�
�s) is his disagreement point.

From before we have that A will serve a and B will serve b in equilibrium. And from

(117) we have that retailer a�s share of the surplus becomes

y�a = (1� �) �a(�
A) + ��a(�

B); (118)

whereas retailer b�s share is

y�b = (1� �) �b(�
B) + ��b(�

A): (119)

W e can easily see that each retailer, under downstream separation, extracts more of the

surplus when they negotiate than when they arrange auctions, as long as � < 1. For � = 1,

we are back to the outcome of the auctions.

But what will happen if the retailers merge and announce that they will sell the same
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product from both outlets?Now the merged �rm�s share of the surplus, denoted ab, becomes

y�ab = argmax
n

(�r(�
s) + ��r(�

s)� yab)
� (yab � ��r(�

�s)� �r(�
�s))1��

o

;

where r = a; b and s = A;B; (120)

which yields

y�ab = (1� �) (�r(�
s) + ��r(�

s)) + � (��r(�
�s) + �r(�

�s) : (121)

From this we have that three di¤erent outcomes are possible, as with the auction:

� If �a(�
A) +�b(�

A) > �b(�
B) +�a(�

B), supplier A gets to serve both markets, and the

merged �rm earns a total of

(1� �)
�

�a(�
A) + �b(�

A)
�

+ �
�

�b(�
B) + �a(�

B)
�

.

� If �a(�
A) +�b(�

A) < �b(�
B) +�a(�

B), supplier B gets to serve both markets, and the

merged �rm earns a total of

(1� �)
�

�b(�
B) + �a(�

B)
�

+ �
�

�a(�
A) + �b(�

A)
�

.

� If �a(�
A) + �b(�

A) = �b(�
B) + �a(�

B), any of the retailers could serve the markets.

If the �rm were to sell di¤erent products at the two locations, it would earn a total of

(1� �) �r(�
s) + ��r(�

�s) + (1� �) ��r(�
�s) + ���r(�

s),

which is less than y�ab only as long as � >
1

2
. This stems from the fact that a strategy of

selling the same product at both locations, will reduce total industry pro�t. This is the

negative e¤ect. But for the merged �rm there is also a positive e¤ect, in that it forces the

suppliers to compete harder for the contracts. However, if � < 1

2
, i.e., the suppliers are weak

negotiators, the former e¤ect dominates. This because the merged retailer would be able to

extract a larger share of total industry pro�t if the suppliers were weak, and hence he would

be foolish to reduce it. W hereas if the merged retailer had little bargaining power, he would

gain by making the suppliers compete harder for his contract.

Finally, whenever � > 1

2
, there is an incentive for the retailers to merge and split the gain

from their single sourcing strategy.
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As mentioned, there is a problem with this approach, because the retailer�s disagreement

point, or status quo point, is set to be the pro�t that he will realize by accepting the o¤er

from the other supplier. The attentive reader will note that this is actually an outside

option, not a disagreement point. Hence, the results derived above are not in accordance

with the outside option principle. To see this, consider the situation where the retailers are

separated, and where retailer a is negotiating a contract with supplier A. ANS tells us that,

if supplier B does not exist, the retailer will receive yAa = (1� �) �a(�
A) from A. If supplier

B exist, however, he will o¤er yBa = �a(�
B) to snatch the contract from supplier A � and

retailer a will accept this o¤er as long as (1� �) �a(�
A) < �a(�

B): Therefore, if the latter is

the case, supplier A will have to increase its o¤er to match the o¤er from B; which implies

yAa = �a(�
B). The conclusion is that if (1� �) �a(�

A) < �a(�
B); a will simply receive �a(�

B)

(or marginally more) from supplier A: Yet, if (1� �) �a(�
A) > �a(�

B); the o¤er from B will

not a¤ect the outcome, so that a will receive (1� �) �a(�
A). The same logic applies to the

other market.

If we apply this reasoning to the model of I&S, how will it a¤ect the derived results?

Assume that the markets (and the suppliers) are symmetrical � speci�cally, let us assume

that

�a
�

�A
�

= �b
�

�B
�

= 1; (122)

and that

�a
�

�B
�

= �b
�

�A
�

= �: (123)

� is here a measure of how large a share of the maximum obtainable pro�t any individual

retailer will earn when selling a product that does not �t the consumer base at his location.

W e would like to �nd when it is pro�table for the retailers to merge and conduct a strategy

of stocking the same product at both locations. If they do not conduct the single sourcing

strategy, the merged �rm will earn a total of

�a
�

�B
�

+�b
�

�A
�

= 2� if � > 1� �; (124)

or

(1� �)
�

�a
�

�A
�

+�b
�

�B
��

= 2 (1� �) if � < 1� � (125)

If they stock one product only, they will earn

�a (�
s) + �b (�

s) = 1 + �; where s = A;B. (126)
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We see that result (126) is the same as what we found in the case of auctions.

From (124), (125) and (126) we �nd that the single sourcing strategy is pro�table as long

as

� >
�r (�

s)� �r(�
�s)

�r (�
s) + ��r(�

�s)
=
1� �

2
= �: (127)

From (127) we can see that the likelihood for the single sourcing strategy (and mergers)

to be pro�table, is increasing in � � which is reasonable: If � is high, the single sourcing

strategy carries only a minor reduction in total industry pro�t. The suppliers then do not

need to be particularly hard bargainers for this strategy to be pro�table.

TheSuppliers�Incentives

We now analyse the suppliers� choice of product characteristic. Given the results above, what

is the individual supplier�s up front choice of product type?

As before, when the characteristics were given exogenously, in each market there are

certain product types that generate more pro�t than others. That is, at each location there

exists an optimal choice of �. Let ��r denote the optimal choice of product characteristic at

location r. Further, it is assumed that ��a < �
�

b .

Case1:Nomerger In the situation where no downstream merger is anticipated, there

exists two pure strategy equilibria. In each of them one of the suppliers choose the product

characteristic that �ts outlet a best, and the other choose the type that �ts outlet b best.

Case2:M erger W hat if a downstream merger could be expected?Now the suppliers

would have to taylor their product to win the global contract, wich is done by choosing

e�s = argmax
�

�a(�
s) + �b(�

s)
	

; s = A;B;

i.e., picking the product type that best balance the preferences at the two outlets. It is

straightforward to see that ��a <
e�s < ��b . Hence, suppliers will choose to produce less

di¤erentiated products, which per se is undesirable from a consumer perspective.

Conclusion

W ith heterogenous preferences across borders, and several suppliers producing di¤erentiated

goods (taylored to suit di¤erent markets), it might be pro�table for retailers to merge and
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conduct a strategy of supplying the same product at each location. This because the strategy

forces the producers to compete harder for the contract (it makes them less di¤erentiated):

The producers� supply options are reduced, each gets to serve either all or no markets. Hence

the one who acquires the contract has to pay more.

Furthermore, when a downstream merger could be anticipated, the producers will taylor

their products to best balance the preferences in the di¤erent markets.

Considerations The way I&S set up the bargaining problem, is questionable;in the nego-

tiations, the disagreement points are identi�ed as the buyers� outside options. As established

in Section 3, this is not the way to do it � at least if we assume the underlying bargaining

framework to be a game of alternating o¤ers. Outside options should only be included as

constraints on NBS or ANS. By applying the outside option principle, we found that the

outcome of the negotiations agrees with the outcome of the auctions.

Dom inantBuyers and ProductDiversity

So far, under various assumption about the economy, we have derived the buyers� counter-

vailing power from �rst principles;it has been endogenously determined, and obtained by

merger between competing stores, or by cross-border mergers. In the following model, for-

malized by Chen (2004), we utilize a di¤erent approach, to show that an exogenous rise in

a retailer�s bargaining power could result in an undesirable reduction in product variety on

the supplier side.

The Chen-article considers an economy where a (monopolist) producer sells several dif-

ferentiated products to a (large) dominant retailer and a competitive fringe respectively.

The competitive retailers have no countervailing power, so that the producer can o¤er them

take-it-or leave-it contracts. The large retailer, however, can excercise buyer power, so that

the contracts are determined by bargaining, using ANS. The powers in the Nash product

are assumed to be a measure of the dominant retailer�s countervailing power vis-à-vis the

supplier.

Assumptions The economy consists of a single producer, P , producing a set of di¤eren-

tiated goods to a dominant retailer, denoted d, and a competitive fringe, denoted f . The

retailers are located at the ends of a line with length 1, the dominant retailer at adress 0 and

the competitive fringe at adress 1. Consumers are distributed evenly along the line. Each
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consumer has to incur a transportation cost, Ti = t ja� rij, to shop at retailer i = d; f , where

ri is the adress of retailer i and a is the adress of the consumer.

Consumers have heterogenous preferences over the set of products produced by the sup-

plier. The consumers preferences are represented by points along a Salop circle with a

perimeter of 1. The consumers are evenly distributed around the circle ex ante � that is,

before the producer chooses how many products to produce and before he decides on where

to locate them on the Salop circle. To buy a product j that is di¤erent from his most pre-

ferred product, the consumer has to incur a mismatch cost, Mj = � jv � xjj, where xj is the

location of product j and v is the location of the consumer�s most pre¤ered product. It is

assumed that each consumer buys oneproduct and oneunit only.

A consumer at adress a with a most preferred product v, can be represented by the utility

function

Uai = V � Ti �Mj � Pj;i

= V � t ja� rij � � jv � xjj � Pj;i; (128)

where Pj;i is the product price for product j at location i = d; f . Since both d and f o¤er

the same set of products, the consumer chooses to shop at the location which charges the

lowest "total price", t ja� rij+ Pj;i; for the product. That is, the decision of which location

to shop at can be made separately from the decision of which product to buy.

The supplier produces each product at zero marginal costs. However, he has to incur

a �xed cost � for each product he chooses to produce. Hence, if he produce a total of m

products, he has to incur a total cost of m�.

The retailers have to pay a retailing cost, ci, i = d; f , for each unit sold. Furthermore, it

is assumed that cd < cf , so that the dominant retailer is more e¢cient.

Given the assumptions stated above, the supplier �rst chooses the number and the loca-

tions of products on the Salop circle. At stage two he o¤ers take-it-or-leave-it contracts to

the fringe retailers. And �nally he negotiates a supply contract with the dominant retailer.

TheBargainingFramework Chen utilizes the asymmetric Nash bargaining solution in

determining the outcome of the negotiations with the dominant retailer, d. � is a measure of

d�s bargaining power, whereas the supplier�s bargaining power is 1� �: The supplier has all

bargaining power in negotiations with the fringe retailers, so that he can o¤er them whatever

contracts he prefers.
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Two-part tari¤s, fwj;i; Fj;ig, are allowed, where wj;i is the wholsale price and Fj;i is the

�xed fee paid for product j by retailer i = d; f .

It should be noted that Chen does not support the bargaining solution by specifying a

non-cooperative game.

Analysis

Several equilibria could be investigated, as situations where not all consumers are served, and

situations where only one type of retailer is active, could arise. However, in the following I

will focus only on situations where all consumers are served and all retailers are active.

W ith respect to the supplier�s decision of where to locate the products around the Salop

circle, we can take advantage of the fact that, in equilibrium, he will distribute the m

products equidistant around the circle, irrespective of number of products he chooses to

produce. Furthermore, in signing contracts with i = d; f; he will charge the same wholesale

price and �xed fee for all products. Hence, we can focus the analysis on one representative

product and drop the product subscripts from the �xed fees and wholesale prices.

Now, to solve the model, �rst we have to �nd the market share of f and d respectively.

This is done by �nding the median consumer, the consumer who is indi¤erent between buying

from d or f . As noted above, the consumer buys from the location which entails the lowest

total cost, t ja� rij+Pi;j. Hence, for the median consumer, located at am, it must hold that

tam + Pj;d = t (1� am) + Pj;f ; which we can solve for am to �nd

am =
1

2
+
Pj;f � Pj;d

2t
: (129)

am represents the market share of d, whereas 1� am represents the market share f:

Now, with respect to the demand for a speci�c product, we can note that a consumer, if

prices are the same, will buy the product which lies closest to his most preferred point on the

Salop circle. Speci�cally, the consumer will buy the product which entails the lowest sum of

mismatch cost and product price. Hence, for the consumer that is indi¤erent between buying

product xj and xj+1; located at v
+
m on the Salop circle, it must hold that � (v

+
m � xj) + Pj =

� (xj+1 � v
+
m) + Pj+1; which we can solve for v

+
m to �nd

v+m =
xj + xj+1

2
+
Pj+1 � Pj

2�
: (130)

v+m is the median buyer on the right hand market side of xj: Hence, the right hand market
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share of xj is

v+m � xj =
xj+1 � xj

2
+
Pj+1 � Pj

2�
: (131)

By the same reasoning the left hand market share of xj is

xj � v
�

m =
xj � xj�1

2
+
Pj�1 � Pj

2�
; (132)

where v�m is the preferred point of the median consumer on the left hand side. From this we

�nd that the total demand for product j facing d is

Qj;d =

�

1

2
+
Pj;f � Pj;d

2t

�

| {z }

d�s market share.

�

P(j+1);d + P(j�1);d � 2Pj;d
2�

+
xj+1 � xj�1

2

�

| {z }

Demand for product j.

: (133)

W e can simplify by setting (xj+1 � xj�1) =2 = 1=m, because the supplier will locate them

products equidistant around the circle. Using the same logic, the total demand for product

j facing the fringe is

Qj;f =

�

1

2
+
Pj;d � Pj;f

2t

��

P(j+1);f + P(j�1);f � 2Pj;f
2�

+
1

m

�

: (134)

W e know that, because the fringe is competitive, the price set at location 1 will be equal

to fringe marginal costs: P �j;f = P
�

f = wf + cf . Hence we can write d�s maximization problem

as

max
Pj;d

�d =
Pm

j=1 fQd;j (Pj;d � cd � wd)� Fdg

=
Pm

j=1

��

1

2
+
wf + cf � Pj;d

2t

�

� (135)

�

P(j+1);d + P(j�1);d � 2Pj;d
2�

+
1

m

�

(Pj;d � cd � wd)� Fd

�

Solving the FOCs for (135) for Pj;d yields

P �j;d = P
�

d =
t+ wf + cf + wd + cd

2
: (136)

From (136) and (133) we �nd that the demand for a representative product at retailer d
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is

Q�j;d = Q
�

d =
(t� cd + cf � wd + wf )

4t
: (137)

Furthermore, from (136) and (137) we �nd that d�s pro�t as a function of wholsale prices

and marginal costs, is

��d = mQ
�

d (P
�

d � cd)�mFd =
1

8t

�

(t� cd + cf + wf )
2 � w2d

�

�mFd: (138)

Using the results from above, we can write the outcome of the negotiations between the

dominant retailer and the supplier as

fw�d; F
�

d g = argmax [Q
�

d (P
�

d � cd)� Fd]
� [Q�dwd + Fd]

1�� : (139)

The FOCs for (139) are

(1� �)
Q�d + wd

@Q�
d

@wd

Fd + wdQ�d
+ �

Q�d
@P�

d

@wd
+

@Q�
d

@wd
(P �d � cd)

Q�d (P
�

d � cd)� Fd
= 0; (140)

and
(1� �)

Fd + wdQ�d
�

�

Q�d (P
�

d � cd)� Fd
= 0: (141)

(140) and (141) saysthatthewholsalepriceshould besetequaltotheproducer�smarginal

cost, whichisassumed tobezero, and thatthe�xed feeshould splittherealized surplus

between thedominantretailerand thesupplieraccordingtothebargainingpowers, � and

1� �:

w�d = c = 0; (142)

F �d = (1� �)
(t� cd + cf + wf )

2

8mt
: (143)

Sincethefringeretailersarecompetitive, thereexistsnodoublemarginalization problem

atlocation 1. Hence, in thecontractso¤ered tof , thesuppliersetsthe�xed feeFf tozeroand

extractsallthesurplusthroughthewholsaleprice, wf . Thesupplier�spro�tmaximization
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problem, bycombiningthemaximization problemsatthetwolocations, isthen

max
wf

�p =

�

1

2
+
P �d � wf � cf

2t

�

wf +mF
�

d �m�

=
1

8t

�

(3t+ cd � cf � wf ) 2wf + (1� �) (t� cd + cf + wf )
2
�

�m� (144)

SolvingtheFOC for(144) forwf yields

w�f =
(4� �) t� � (cf � cd)

(1 + �)
: (145)

Now wecan usetheresultsto�nd theequilibrium productpricessetatthetwolocations:

P �d =
5t+ cf + (1 + 2�) cd

2 (1 + �)
; (146)

P �f = w�f + cf =
(4� �) t+ cf + �cd

(1 + �)
: (147)

Finally, substituting(145) and (146) into(144), we�nd thesupplier�sequilibrium pro�t:

��p =
(cf � cd) (2t� 8t�� cd + cf ) + t

2 (17� 8�)

8t (1 + �)
�m� (148)

From (148) wecan seethatthesupplier�spro�tisdecreasingin thenumberofproducts,

m. Hence, thesupplierwillchoosethesmallestpossiblem, given thatallcustomersareto

beserved. Todothis, thesuppliersetsm suchthatthecustomerlocated atam, withthe

preferred pointv�m on theSalopcircle, hasutilityclosetozero:

V � �
�

�v�m � xj
�

�� ta�m � P
�

d > 0: (149)

From (131) and (132) wehavethatjv�m � xjj = 1=(2m); and from (129) wehavethat

a�m = (5t� cd + cf ) =[4t (1 + �)]: Substitutinginto(149) and solvingform, gives

m�
>

2 (1 + �) �

4V (1 + �)� 15t� (1 + 4�) cd � 3cf
: (150)
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Comparative Statics

Immediatelywecan noticethee¤ectofthedominantretailer�scountervailingpower, �, on

thefringewholesaleprice, w�f , and on thepricessetatthetwolocations. W hen � rises, the

supplier�smarginalrevenueatlocation 0 falls, M R0 < M R1, sothathehastoreoptimizeby

boostingthesalesthroughthefringeretailersatlocation 1 and reducingsalesthroughthe

dominantretailer. Thesupplierdoesthisbycuttingthewholesalepricespaid atlocation f :

@w�f
@�

=
cd � cf � 5t

(1 + �)2
< 0: (151)

Thiswillfurtherreducethe�nalpricessetatbothlocations:

@P �f
@�

=
@w�f
@�

; (152)

@P �d
@�

=
cd � cf � 5t

2 (1 + �)2
< 0: (153)

Wecan seethat@P �f =@� < @P
�

d =@�; sothatthemarketshareofthefringewillincrease.

Sinceallretailpriceswillfallasthedominantretailer�sbargainingpowerincreases, utility

willriseforallcustomers�whichisthepositivee¤ect. However, thisalsoopensupthe

possibilityforthesuppliertoreducethenumberofproductshecarries. Remeber, given

thatallcustomersaretobeserved, thesupplierwillminimizecostsbyprovidingthelowest

possiblenumberofgoods. Itisstraightforward toseethisfrom (150). Ifwetreatm asa

continuousvariable, whichitisnot, wecan write

@m�

@�
=

�6� (cf � cd + 5t)

(4V (1 + �)� 15t� (1 + 4�) cd � 3cf )
2
; (154)

whichclearlyisnegativeaslongascf � cd + 5t > 0. Hence, a largeenoughincreasein �

mightmakeitpro�tableforthesuppliertoreduceproductvariety�whichmightpartially

orfullyneutralizethepositivewelfaree¤ectoflower�nalprices.

Asnoted above, otherequilibria could beinvestigated. Speci�callytherearetwoalter-

nativeequilibria totheonedescribed above: 1) Itcould bepro�tablefortheproducerto

supplyonlythelargeretailer. 2) Itcould bepro�tabletosupplyallretailers, butnottoserve

allcustomers. Iwillnotcommita thoroughinvestigation here. However, wecan notethat

the�rstalternativeoccurswhen thedominantretailer�sbargainingpowerislow enough. We

can seethisbysubstitutingtheequilibrium retailpricesinto(129):
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a�m =
1

2
+
3t� 2t�� cd + cf

4t (1 + �)
: (155)

Letusassumethatcd = 0: Then 1 � a
�

m > 0, whichmeansthatthefringeissupplied,

onlyaslongas� > (t+ cf ) = (4t) : If� < (t+ cf ) = (4t), wehavethata
�

m = 1: Ifthisisthe

case, somecustomerswillnotbeserved, becausethetransportation costsbecometohigh.

Furthermore, a risein d�sbargainingpowerwillreducethesupplier�smarginalpro�tfrom

introducinga new product. Thusitwilltend toreduceproductvarity(moredirectly) by

increasingthedominantretailer�sshareofthejointsurplus.

Thecasewhereallretailersareactiveand somecustomersarenotserved, combinesthe

e¤ectofthetwoequilibria from above: W hen � rises, w�f isreduced, and thisgivesriseto

the�rste¤ectinvestigated abovein (154). Thesecond e¤ectstemsfrom thefactthatthe

marginalpro�tfrom introducinga new productisreduced, asargued.

Conclusion

Themodelin thissection showed thatan exogenousincreasein thecountervailingpower

ofa dominantretailermaycausea monopolistsuppliertoshiftsalestowardsa competitive

fringeoflesspowerfulretailers. Todothis, themanufacturercutsthewholesalepricespaid

bythefringe. Hence, consumerpriceswillfallatboththelocation ofthefringeand atthe

location ofthedominantretailer. Thisisthepositivee¤ecton consumerwelfare. However,

theprimaryinsightofthisanalysisisthatthelattere¤ectofreduced consumerpricesmight

bemitigated bythemanufacturerreducingthenumberofproductssupplied in equilibrium,

whichperseisundesirablefrom a consumerperspective.

Considerations Chen doesnotjustifytheuseofANSand thepowersin theNashproduct

asa measureofthedominantretailer�scountervailingpower. Hesimplystatesthat

...Itisreasonabletoexpectthatthelargeretailerwillreceivea largershare

ofthesurplusifitgainsmorecountervailingpoweragainstthemanufacturer.

Theparameter[�], therefore, measurestheamountofcountervailingpowerof

thelargeretailer. (p. 10)

Thisapproach ishardly justi�ed, however, and an explanation ofthelargeretailer�s

increased countervailingpoweriscalled for. Ifwearetoadresstheproblem ofincreased

buyerpower, we�rsthavetosaysomething abouthow itarises. Assuch, theprevious

modelsin thissection seemsbetter�tted togivesomekind ofpolicyadvice.
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4.3Summary

Thissection hasprovided a numberofpredictionsforwhen and how buyersmightobtain

countervailingpoweragainstsuppliers.

In the�rstsection, wefound thatstoresmaygain leveragein thenegotiationswiththe

manufactureriftheymergelocally�thatis, iftheymergewith competingstores. This

becausethesupplier�sstatusquoposition in thenegotiationswitha merged buyerisweak-

ened compared towhen bargainingwith thestoresindividually. Wealsofound thatthe

supplier�sresponse, when facinga merged buyer, istoreducehise¤orttobringdown the

unitproduction cost.

Wethen wenton to�nd alsothatbuyersmaygain bymergingcross-border, thecondition

beingthatbuyersand/orsuppliersareriskaverse. Thisbecause, ifthethesupplierisrisk

averse, itsutilityfunction isconcavein theamountofpro�tearned, and hencetheper-unit

contribution ofa bigbuyertothesupplier�sutilityishigherthan theper-unitcontribution

ofa smallbuyer. A bigbuyershould thereforereceivea discount. Stated di¤erently, since

thesupplierisrisk averse, heiswillingtopaymoretostrikea dealwith a buyerwhose

per-unitcontribution tothesupplier�sutilityishigher. Alsoherewefound thedynamic

welfaree¤ectsofbigbuyerstobenegative, asthesupplier�sincentivestoreducehisunit

costsareweakened.

In thethird section wereviewed themodelofI&W (2003), whichlinksthesupplier�spro-

duction technologytothepresenceofdownstream buyerpowerand incentivesformerger.

Wefound thata bigbuyer, comprisingofmultipleindependentstores, willobtain a discount

iftotalindustrypro�tisstrictlyconcavein thenumberofactivestores. Thelatterwill

bethecase, e.g., ifthesupplier�smarginalcostsarerisingin quantity. Asin thesection

on riskaversion, bigbuyersreceivediscountsbecausetheirper-unitcontribution tothesup-

plier�spro�tishigherthan theper-unitcontribution ofindividualstores. Perhapssurprising,

however, wefound thedynamicwelfaree¤ectstobepositive, asthesupplier�sincentivesto

switchtoa lessconvextechnologymaybestrengthened bythepresenceoflargebuyers.

In the�nalsection on processinnovation, wereviewed themodelofI&W (2005a). W ith

assumptionsofconstantunitproduction costsand multipledownstream markets, theycon-

sidercross-bordermergers, and �nd a bigbuyer�sthreatofintegratingbackwardstobemore

crediblethan thethreatofa smallbuyer. Hence, bigbuyersaremorelikelytoreceivedis-

counts. However, again thewelfaree¤ectsarefound tobepositive;sincethesuppliercan

pocketthefulldirectgain from anyinvention wheneveritisfacingbuyerswith credible
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threats, thesupplier�sincentivestoreduceitsunitcostswillincreaseasthebuyersgrow

larger.

In thesecond partofthissection, wereviewed twomodelsthatconsiderbuyerpowerand

incentivesforproductinnovation. In the�rst, byI&S(2007), wefound cross-bordermergers

tobepro�tableforretailers, becausetheythen can committostockingthesameproductat

alllocationsand hencemakethesupplierscompeteharderforthecontracts. Sincethemerged

buyer�nd itpro�tabletoreducethenumberofproductssupplied, however, thewelfaree¤ect

isnegative. Furthermore, thesuppliersmight�nd itoptimaltochooseine¢cientproduct

characteristicswhen theyfacebigbuyers.

The�nalmodel, byChen (2004), standsout, asitfailstoprovideanyexplanation for

how buyersmightobtain countervailingpower. However, in evaluatingtheconsequencesof

increased buyerpower, simplyde�ned astheshareoftheincrementalsurplusthatthebuyers

obtain in thenegotiations, Chen �ndsthatitmaybepro�tableforthesuppliertodivert

salesfrom thedominantretailertowardsa fringeofcompetitiveretailers. In doingso, the

supplierreducesthewholsalepricespaid bythefringeretailers, and henceretailpriceswill

fallatalllocations. However, Chen also�ndsthatthelattere¤ectmightbemitigated bythe

supplierreducingthenumberofproductsmanufactured in equilibrium, whichisundesirable

from a consumerperspective.

In allofthemodelsabove, withtheexception ofI&S(2007), suppliersareconsidered tobe

monopolists. Hence, thereremainssomeworktobedoneon thesourcesand consequencesof

buyerpowerwhen theupstream marketiscompetitive. Itseemsreasonabletobelivethatthe

consequencesforthesuppliersoffacingbigbuyersaremitigated ifmanufacturerscompete

�ercely. Thisshould beinvestigated.

Furthermore, wefound noe¤ectsofcross-bordermergersaslongas1) marketactors

areriskneutral, 2) outsidesupplyoptionsareabsentand 3) unitproduction costsarecon-

stant. Thisalsooughttobequestioned. In thenextsection, wewillseethat, undercertain

conditionsoflocalcompetition, incentivesforcross-bordermergersmightexisteven under

assumptions1-3.
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5A New M odelofBuyer Power

In theprevioussection wereviewed partsoftheliteratureon buyerpowerand suppliers�

incentivestoinvest. Wefound thatbuyerpowermayarisefrom cross-bordermergers1) if

themarketactorsareriskaverse, 2) ifbigbuyershavemorecredibleoutsideoptions, or3)

iftotalindustrypro�tisconcavein thenumberofbuyersserved (e.g., ifthesuppliers�unit

costsarerising). Conversely, wefound thatthebuyerpowere¤ectisabsentwheneverthese

assumptionsarenotsatis�ed.

Thefollowinganalysiswillshow thatthatthecountervailingpowere¤ectmayariseafter

all, even ifassumptions1-3arenotful�lled. Furthermore, we�nd thatdownstream cross-

bordermergersmayreducethesuppliers�incentivestoengagein R&D activities.

Webuild a modelwherea manufacturersuppliesitsproductin N localmarkets, where

horizontallydi¤erentiated outletscompetefor�nalconsumers. Then wewillshow how it

may beoptimalforthemanufacturertocommitto a policyofnotsupplying alloutlets

�thiseven though itpreventsthesupplierfrom reaching all�nalconsumers, and hence

reducestotalindustrypro�t. Theanalysisshowsthatlargebuyersorretailchainsmay

excercisebuyerpowerby acting asgatekeeperstopartsofthelocalmarketswherethe

mentioned chain operates. Throughthistheyreducethesupplier�sshareoftotalindustry

pro�t. Furthermore, largebuyersmayreducethesupplier�sincentivestoinnovate. This

e¤ectisstrongerthelargertheretailchain.

The M odel

The Economy Theeconomyconsistsofoneupstream manufacturersupplyinga single

productin N independentbutidenticaldownstream markets. Thesupplierproducesits

productata constantmarginalcostc < 1.

In eachmarket, tworetailersr = a;bcompeteCournottoserve�nalconsumers. Thetwo

outletsaredi¤erentiated locally, sothatin thesituation whereoutletr in marketj ceases
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toexist, wewill�nd thattotaldemand in marketj willfall. Iwillutilizea representative

consumerapproach: Theinversedemand function facingretailerr in marketj can bewritten

Pr;j = 1�Qr;j�Qs;j, where0 6  < 1. Theparameter representsthedegreeofcompetition

between theoutlets.

Theretailerscan befurtherdi¤erentiated, e.g. byintroducingdi¤erencesin unitcosts.

Butthisisnotimportanttotheanalysis. ForsimplicityIwillassumethattheretailersare

identicalwithrespecttocostsand allothercharacteristics.

Tomodelbuyersize, Ifollow Inderstand Wey(2005a) in assumingthatthe2N retailers

areowned bya numberI > 2 buyers. Iwillconsidercrossbordermergersonly, sothatthe

samebuyer, Bi, isallowed toown onlyoneoutletin eachmarket. Thisisreasonable, because

competition authoritiesmaypreventoutletsfrom mergingin thelocalmarket.

Eachbuyer�sbuyerpowerthen ismeasured in thenumberof�rms, ni, thatBi owns. As

Iwillshow, beingbiggerallowsBi toextracta betterdealfrom thesupplier.

Theassumptionsstated abovemakesitpossibletoexpressthefollowingaboutthetotal

pro�tin eachoftheN markets:

M arket Power In eachoftheN markets, wehavethat

maxf�a +�bg = 2�
� > �m,

where�m isthepro�tfrom an outletwhichoperatesalone(asa monopolist) in the

localmarket. Thatis, totalmaximized industrypro�tisstrictlyhigherwheneverboth

outletsareactive, whichmeansthattheycan exercisemarketpower. Notethatitmay

alsobethecasethat

max�a +max�b = 2�
c > �m;

where�c istheretailers�Cournotpro�t. Thiswillbethecaseaslongascompetition

isweakenough, speci�callywhen  < 2
�p
2� 1

�

; whichIwillassumetobethecase

in thefollowing.

Competition In eachoftheN markets, wehavethat

max�a +max�b
2

< �m,

i.e., outletr can realizestrictlyhigherpro�twheneveritisoperatingalonein thelocal

market.
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The Bargaining Framework Todeterminethesupplycontracts, themanufactureren-

gagesin simultaneousprivatenegotiationswitheachoftheI > 2 buyers, byusingperfect

agents. Theagentsform rationalexpectationsabouttheoutcomein allothernegotiations.

Non-linearpricesareallowed toavoid doublemarginalization.

In addition, eachcontractspeci�esa "planned marketstructure", de�ned asthenumber

of�rmsthesupplierintendstosupply, and thelocationsoftheseoutletsin theeconomy.

W hen bargainingwiththebuyers, themanufacturernegotiatecontractsforallpossiblecon-

tingencies, thatis, forallpossiblemarketstructures.

Formally, a singlecontractthen consistsof

1. a two-parttari¤ Ti = (wi; Si), whereSi isa �xed feeand wi = (wr;j) representsthe

wholesalepricespaid byallofthementioned buyer�soutlets, and

2. a planned marketstructurem = (k; L) wherek isthenumberofoutletsthemanufac-

turerintendstosupplyand L denotesthelocationsoftheseoutlets.

Totakean exampleofa marketstructure, consideran economywithN = 2 markets.

Theproducerintendstosupplybothoutletsin market1, butonlyoutleta in market

2. Theplanned marketstructurethen isdenoted m = (3; fab; ag) :

Contractscould alsobecontingenton whetherornotthesupplierreachesagreementwith

allbuyersin m. However, sincethemain resultisnota¤ected byit, and becauseitsimpli�es

themathematicalnotation, letusassumetheyarenot.

Theunderlyingbargainingstructureisa form ofthealternatingo¤ersgamewithnorisk

ofbreakdown. Everyagenthasthepossibilitytoresorttohisoutsideoption, ifanyofthe

sortisavailabletohim, byvoluntarilyoptingoutofthenegotiations. Iwillassumethatall

agentsareequalwithrespecttotimepreferences.

Asshown byBinmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky(1986), theoutcomeofthisgameap-

proachesNBSwheneverthetimebetween everyo¤erand countero¤erapproacheszero.

Thesolution isconstrained bytherespectiveplayers�outsideoptions. However, these

constraintsbecomebindingonlywhenevertheyarecredible�thatis, onlywhen theyyield

theplayersmorethan theywould havereceived bycontinuingthenegotiationswithoutthe

outsideoption.

Theimplicationsoftheseassumptionsarethattheplayerswillsplitthesurplusequally

whenevertherearenooutsideoptionsavailabletothem. Asa credibleoutsideoption becomes

availabletooneoftheplayers, however, hewillreceiveexactlythevalueofthisoption in the

negotiations.
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Analysis

Iwillconsiderthefollowingfour-stagegame. Atthe�rststage, theproducerdetermines

whetherornottoincuran investmentI thatwillreduceunitcostsin production. At

stagetwo, themanufacturerand thebuyersengagein simultaneouspairwisenegotiations

todeterminesupplycontracts. Atstagethree, thesupplierselectsmarketstructure. The

gamethen proceedstothefourthand �nalstage, thepricingstage, wherethemanufacturer

suppliesthebuyers, and thebuyerssellproductsto�nalconsumers. Thegameendsand

paymentscan becollected.

In thefollowing, Iwillconsidertheoutcomeofthegameunderdi¤erentbuyer structures.

Firstundercompleteseparation, i.e., when eachbuyerownsoneoutletonly, and subsequently

underbeginningconcentration, speci�callywhen atleastonebuyerBi ownsa totalofni > 2

outlets.

Complete Separation Theoutcomeofthegamecan befound byusingbackward induc-

tion. From theassumptionsabouttheeconomystated above, wealreadyknow thepossible

equilibria atthepricingstage. In everymarketwherebothretailersareactive, theoutlets

competein quantitiesand realizetheirCournot-pro�t, �cr(wr; ws), wherer; s = a;band r 6= s.

In everymarketwithonlyoneactiveretailerr, themonopolypro�t�mr (wr) isrealized.

Think ofan economy with N = 2 markets. Letus�rsttakethehistory wherethe

producer, atstagethree, hasdecided tosupplyall2N = 4 outlets.

Ifthesupplierreachesagreementwith allbuyers, and in equilibrium therearenodis-

agreements, everyoutletwillrealizetheirCournotpro�tatstagefour. Thetotalindustry

pro�tthen isequalto

R2N =
P

j

P

r �
c
r;j(wr; ws); wherej = 1; 2; and r; s = a;b; r 6= s: (156)

In negotiatingthecontractsfortheeventualitym = (4; fab; abg) ; themanufacturerhas

nooutsideoptions. Thatis, nobuyerisleftout. Henceweknow thatthesolution tothe

bargainingproblem is

�

w�r;j; S
�

r;j

	

= argmax
�

Qr;j
�

Pr;j � wr;j
�

�
�

Qr;j (wr;j � c) + Sr;j +Q
�

s;j

�

w�s;j � c
�

+ S�s;j � dr;j
�	

; (157)

where r; s = a;b; r 6= s and j = 1; 2:
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dr;j representsthemanufacturer�sdisagreementpayo¤when bargainingwithoutletr in

marketj: Sincecontractsarenotcontingenton whetherornotthesupplierreachesagreement

withallbuyersin m, theproducer�sdisagreementpayo¤issimply

dr;j = Q
�

s;j

�

w�s;j � c
�

+ S�s;j: (158)

Asrepeated manytimesthroughoutthispaper, theFOCsofthisfamiliarmaximization

problem saysthatthepartiesshould maximizethesurplus, hereQr;j (Pr;j � wr;j) ;bysetting

thewholsalepriceequaltothemarginalcost, c: Furthermore, the�xed feeshould split

therealized surplusequally between theparties. Themanufacturer�sgain from a single

transaction then is

S�r;j
�

�

m=4;�
= S�

2N =
�c

2
; r = a;b; j = 1; 2; (159)

and histotalrevenuefrom choosingm = (4; fab; abg) is

Y A
�

�

m=2N;�
= 2NS�

2N = N�
c: (160)

Consider now the history where the producer at stage three chooses to supply only one

outlet in each market, m = (2; �) : Total industry pro�t is reduced to

RN =
P

j �
m
j;r(wr); where j = 1; 2; and r = a; b: (161)

Now the manufacturer gains leverage in the negotiations, because the stores have to

compete for the contracts. Stated di¤erently, the manufacturer now has outside options, one

in each market. As noted, the outside options determines the outcome of the negotiations.

Yet, what is the value of these outside options?

Think of the situation where store a in market 1 o¤ers the producer Sa;1 = �m=2; i.e.,

half the monopoly pro�t, to choose any given market structure on the form m = (2; fa; �g) :

Outlet b�s best response then is to o¤er Sb;1 = �
m=2 +�; where � is an in�nitesimal value.

Hence, store b wins the contract in market 1. However, now store a�s best response is to

o¤er �m=2 + � < Sa;1 < �m; and so on. This results in a type of "�rst-price" sealed bid

auction, and the only pure-strategy Nash equlibrium is the one where the outlets o¤er the

manufacturer

�

S�r;j; S
�

s;j

��

�

m=2;fr;�g
= (S�N ; 0) = (�

m; 0) ; where r; s = a; b; r 6= s and j = 1; 2; (162)
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to select a market structure m = (2; fr; �g) : Hence, the supplier�s payo¤ is

Y A
�

�

m=N;�
= NS�N = N�

m: (163)

Clearly Y A
�

�

m=N;�
> Y A

�

�

m=2N;�
; so the producer will prefer any m = (2; �) to m = (4; �)

at stage three. Note that by conducting this strategy the manufacturer will acquire all of

the realized pro�t.

Yet, there are other market con�gurations from which the supplier can choose from.

Speci�cally, what is left to �nd is the producer�s payo¤ from choosing a market structure on

the form m = (3; �) : Total industry pro�t summarizes to

R2N�1 =
P

j

P

r �
c
r;j(wr; ws) + �

m
r;k(wr); (164)

where j; k = 1; 2; j 6= k; and r; s = a; b; r 6= s:

By the same reasoning as before, we have that store r in market 1 will o¤er the man-

ufacturer Sr;1 = �m to choose the market structure m = (3; fr; abg) : However, it is also a

part of store r�s equilibrium strategy to o¤er the supplier Sr;1 = �
c to pick the con�guration

m = (3; fab; �g) : Thus, as part of the pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, the outlets in market

j will o¤er the producer

�

S�r;j; S
�

s;j

��

�

m=3;fr;abg
=
�

Sm
2N�1; 0

�

= (�m; 0) (165)

to choose m = (3; fr; �g) ; and

�

S�a;j; S
�

b;j

��

�

m=3;fab;�g
=
�

Sc
2N�1; S

c
2N�1

�

= (�c;�c) (166)

to choose m = (3; fab; �g) :So, by picking any market con�guration m = (3; �) at stage three,

where he supplies 2N � 1 of the outlets, the manufacturer gains a total of

Y A
�

�

m=2N�1;�
= Sm

2N�1 + 2 (N � 1)S
c
2N�1 = �

m + 2 (N � 1)�c: (167)

Again the producer takes all of the realized pro�t, and since Y A
�

�

m=2N�1;�
> Y A

�

�

m=N;�
;

he will prefer any m = (3; �) to m = (2; �) at stage three.

W e can conclude that, when the retailers are separated, the only SPNE is the one where

the supplier selects m = (2N � 1; �) at stage three.
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Beginning Concentration Think now of the situation where a single buyer, Bi; owns

a total of ni > 2 outlets. W ill the SPNE and/or the supplier�s payo¤ change? Now it is

necessary to abstract from the assumption of N = 2 markets. Speci�cally, let us assume

N > ni:

In the following, every retailer that is not a part of the retail chain will be called inde-

pendent stores (outlets), denoted by IS. Any outlet that is part of the retail chain will be

called a chain store, denoted CS.

The fact that stores merge to create a retail chain, will not a¤ect total industry pro�t

per se. This because outlets are only allowed to merge cross borders. However, in the SPNE

of the game, being bigger allows the buyer to extract a better deal from the supplier. The

intuition is that when bargaining with a large buyer, the supplier needs a "large" outside

option if it is to extract all of the big buyer�s pro�t. However, it is not necessarily optimal

to exclude a large number of outlets to generate an outside option of high value.

The conclusion from above is that the supplier will gain by excluding some buyers to

gain leverage in the negotiations with the remaining buyers. Furthermore, when outlets are

separated, it is su¢cient to exclude one of them only. W hen facing a large buyer of size

ni > 2; however, the supplier must decide on whether or not to exclude more than one outlet

to gain an advantage in negotiations with the retail chain.

To extract all of the big buyer�s pro�t, the manufacturer has to exclude ni outlets. As

before, we have that excluded outlets are willing to pay �c each to enter a market together

with a competitor. Furthermore, they are willing to pay �m to become monopolists. Hence,

the supplier will acquire

Y B
�

�

m=2N�ni;�
= niS

m
2N�ni

+ 2 (N � ni)S
c
2N�ni

= ni�
m + 2 (N � ni) �

c (168)

by selecting any market structure on the form m = (2N � ni; �) at stage three.

Now, what if the supplier decides on a market structure m = (2N � 1; �) instead, as is

the SPNE when outlets are separated? As before, if the exclusive contract is signed in a

market where the retail chain does not operate, the supplier will receive �m from the retailer

that gets to become a monopolist. This because the excluded retailer is willing to pay �m

to replace him. Furthermore, in accordance with the results from above, the supplier will

receive �c from every independent retailer that face another independent competitor. That

is, the supplier extracts 2�c from every market where the chain does not operate and where

both stores are active.
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W hat remaines to decide is what the supplier will receive in all the ni markets where

the retail chain operates. In all of these markets there exists both a chain store and an

independent store, and the manufacturer will not receive the same from the two:Knowing

that the supplier will leave out one retailer only, the chain knows that the supplier can not

be without it. That is, the left out retailer does not constitute a credible outside option when

bargaining with the retail chain. Hence, in accordance with the Nash bargaining solution, the

manufacturer will simply receive half of the total pro�t realized by the large buyer. However,

when negotiating with an independent retailer in a market where the retail chain operates,

the supplier has a credible outside option. He can threaten to exclude the independent

outlet, which will make the chain-store in this market a monopolist. The already left out

independent retailer is willing to pay �c for this to happen. To consider the situation, note

that if the supplier were to carry out this outside option, in the two a¤ected markets he

would extract half of the monopoly pro�t from the a¤ected chain-store and all of the realized

Cournot pro�t in the market where the supplier pursued the o¤er from the left out retailer,

that is �m=2 + 2�c: Hence, the independent retailer facing a chain-store has to pay a share

S satisfying the condition

�c

2
+ S +�m

| {z }

pro�t from letting the independent

retailer stay in the chain-store market

�

�

�m

2
+ 2�c

�

| {z }

pro�t from pursuing

the outside option

= 0 (169)

to get to stay in the market. The condition simply states that, in equilibrium, the supplier�s

incremental pro�t from pursuing his outside option should be zero. It can be concluded that

all the independent retailers facing chain-stores have to pay the supplier

SIS
2N�1 =

3�c � �m

2
>
�c

2
(credible), (170)

and that the supplier receives a total of

SCS
2N�1 + S

IS
2N�1 =

�c

2
|{z}

share from
the chain store

+
3�c � �m

2
| {z }

share from the
independent store

=
4�c � �m

2
(171)

from the transactions in each chain-store market. Note that independent retailers gains

leverage when competing with chain stores. The intuition is that the supplier will try to
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prevent the evenetuality where a chain store gets to become a monopolist, because the

manufacurer then will have to split the higher monopoly pro�t in stead of the Cournot

pro�t.

From this we have that the supplier�s total pro�t from choosing any market structure

m = (2N � 1; �) at stage three, amounts to

Y B
�

�

m=2N�1;�
= ni

�

SCS
2N�1 + S

IS
2N�1

�

+ 2 (N � ni � 1)S
c
2N�1 + S

m
2N�1 (172)

= ni
4�c � �m

2
| {z }

share from the ni
chain store markets

+ 2 (N � ni � 1)�
c

| {z }

share from all of the
markets where the chain

does not operate

+ �m
|{z}

share from the
market where one
retailer is left out

Even though the supplier does not extract all the realized pro�t by conducting the 2N�1

strategy, it is more pro�table than pursuing the 2N�ni or the N strategy if local competition

is weak enough �that is, if  is below some critical value,  > 0. Formally, the 2N�1 strategy

is better than the 2N � ni strategy as long as

�c >
(3ni � 2)

4 (ni � 1)
�m; for 2 < ni < N: (173)

W e can solve (173) for  to �nd that the 2N � 1 strategy is optimal as long as

 <
4
p

�5ni + 3n2i + 2

3ni � 2
� 2 = ; for 2 < ni < N . (174)

The intuition behind the result is simple. If each store is "valuable" for the supplier ( is

low), the supplier would like to avoid the scenario where many outlets are excluded. Hence,

if local competition is weak, it may be more pro�table to give a discount to the big buyer

than to exclude him to gain leverage in the negotiations with the remaining buyers.

The implication is that it may be pro�table for buyers to take over stores that are valuable

to the supplier �because the buyers then might avoid exclusion, and hence they will gain

leverage in the negotiations with the supplier. Conversely, if  > , i.e. if local competition

is su¢ciently strong, there are no incentives for cross-border mergers.

W e can also see that as Bi grows, it becomes more likely that he will receive a discount.

To give a numerical example:If  = 0:2, then ni > 5 if Bi is to receive a discount.

Finally, we should note that if Bi owns a store in every market, ni = N , the remaining
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stores becomes less di¤erentiated �as they all face a chain store in their respective markets.

Hence, if the supplier chooses m = (2N � 1; �) ; then every independent store must pay �c

to remain active. The supplier�s pro�t now becomes

Y C
�

�

m=2N�1;�
=
(N � 1) 3�c +�m

2
; (175)

which is more pro�table than choosing m = (N; �) as long as

�c >
(2N � 1)

3 (N � 1)
�m: (176)

The Supplier�sIncentives

W hat remains is to look at the supplier�s incentives to reduce his unit cost at stage one.

From the analysis above, it is easy to see that the manufacturer�s incentives are reduced

when there exist at least one buyer that owns a sizeable number of stores.

Consider �rst the situation when the downstream market structure is completely sepa-

rated. The supplier will choose the market structure m = (2N � 1; �) at stage three, and

from this he will receive

Y A
�

�

m=2N�1;�
= �m + 2 (N � 1)�c: (177)

His gain from an incremental reduction in c then is

�
@ Y A

�

�

m=2N�1;�

@c
= 2 (1�N)

@�c

@c
| {z }

+

�
@�m

@c
| {z }

+

: (178)

Consider now the situation where one buyer owns a number ni of stores, where 2 < ni <

N: If local competition is weak enough, the supplier will again choose m = (2N � 1; �) at

stage three. Hence, he will receive

Y B
�

�

m=2N�1;�
= ni

4�c � �m

2
+ 2 (N � ni � 1)�

c +�m: (179)
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His gain from an incremental reduction in c is now

�
@ Y B

�

�

m=2N�1;�

@c
= 2 (ni + 1�N)

@�c

@c
| {z }

+

�ni
4@�

c

@c
� @�m

@c

2
| {z }

+

�
@�m

@c
| {z }

+

; (180)

for 2 < ni < N;

We can see that (180) is falling in ni, and further that

�
@ Y A

�

�

m=2N�1;�

@c
> �

@ Y B
�

�

m=2N�1;�

@c
: (181)

The conclusion is that the supplier�s incentives will diminish as the buyer grows larger.

Possible Extensions

The model derived above shows that when local competition is weak, the buyer�s size matters,

as the supplier then would like to reach as many stores as possible. A big buyer might

therefore receive a discount, simply because it is unpro�table for the supplier to substitute

away from this buyer.

W e have limited the analysis to show under which conditions it is pro�table for a buyer

to merge. The model could, however, be extended to consider endogenous mergers, by

introducing a new stage (either pre or post stage one) where the buyers are allowed to merge

cross borders. E.g, we could consider the situation where there are certain costs attached to

the merger process.

W e have only considered e¢cient negotiations, where double marginalization problems

are absent. If we allow for linear tari¤s only, we will see that a strong buyer will receive his

discounts in form of lower wholesale prices. A merger could therefore result in lower prices

for the �nal consumers in the short run, which would mitigate the long-term negative e¤ect

that follows from reduced innovation.

Finally, we should note that the countervailing power of a big buyer stems alone from

the fact that the buyer is controlling a sizeable number of stores. Hence, for the supplier,

both total and incremental pro�t is reduced as the buyer grows. Following I&W (2005a), we

could include the possibility for the buyer to integrate backwards. W e would then �nd that

as the buyer�s outside option becomes credible, the supplier�s incentives will increase again.

Hence, it could be that "medium-sized" buyers will lessen the supplier�s incentives, and that
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su¢ciently big buyers, with credible outside options, will promote them.

Conclusion

The above analysis showed that, when local competition is weak and the market structure is

characterized by complete separation, buyers may �nd it pro�table to merge cross borders.

This because, when local competition is weak, the supplier would like to reach as many

outlets as possible. Hence, if one of the buyers is big, it might be di¢cult for the supplier

to substitute away from this buyer. The result is that the big buyer receives a cosiderable

discount.

Since both total and incremental pro�t of the supplier is reduced when facing a big buyer,

his incentives to reduce his unit cost will diminish as the buyer grows. The e¤ect on long-term

welfare may therefore be negative.

Our result highlights the importance of strong competition in promoting both short-term

and long-term welfare;if local competition is strong, the buyer power e¤ect, and hence also

the incentives for cross-border mergers, disappears all at once.

W e have not considered endogenous mergers, ine¢cient negotiations or the presence of

outside options for the buyers. If the tari¤s consist of linear prices only, the negative long-

term e¤ect of increased buyer power might be mitigated by lower prices in the short run. By

allowing the possibility for outside options, we might �nd that "medium-sized" buyers will

lessen the supplier�s incentives, whereas su¢ciently big buyers will promote them.



6Discussion

Five out of the seven models explored and developed in this thesis have found the dynamic

welfare e¤ects of countervailing power to be negative. As such, we could conclude that

mergers between buyers, even if they occur cross-border, ought to be viewed with scepticism.

Our review in Section 4, together with the model developed in Section 5, showed that

countervailing power may come about as a result of a variety of reasons. To translate these

theories into a single workable concept for how to measure buyer power in real life markets,

might be di¢cult. Rather, the amount of buyer power, its sources, and its e¤ect on welfare,

ought to be investigated on a case-to-case basis.

In product markets were technology and competence di¤uses quickly and easily, which

often is the case in retailing, buyer power might be a good thing. In these markets, coun-

tervailing power might arises from the fact that big buyers more easily can produce the

mentioned goods themself. Hence, an increase in buyer power might induce the supplier

to increase his e¤ort to reduce production costs. The supplier simply buys o¤ the buyer

to prevent entry, and then extracts all of the gain from any invention, as shown by I&W

(2005a).

W hen comeptence does not di¤use easily, however, big buyers might seriously weaken the

manufacturers incentives. In this thesis, the only exception is Inderst and W ey�s model (2003,

2005b), where the presence of big buyers might increase the seller�s incentive to switch to a

less convextechnology. Yet, even here, cross-border mergers will lessen the manufacturer�s

incentives if the new technology entails a reduction in marginal costs only. Furthermore, if

we were to extend the model to assess incentives for product innovation, we will �nd that

the presence of big buyers might lessen the supplier�s incremental surplus from introducing

a new product with increasing unit costs in production.

As noted, an interesting progression from our analysis in the previous sections would be

to synthesise our approach in Section 5with that of Inderst and W ey (2005a) in Section

4. In doing so, we will �nd that, if the �xed cost of integrating backwards is su¢ciently
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high, cross-border mergers might lessen the supplier�s incentives up to a certain point, above

which, because of the credibility of the buyers� outside options, they will start to increase.

Hence, it might be that "medium-sized" buyers will hurt the supplier�s incentives, whereas

su¢ciently large buyers will promote them.

Empirically, however, there are some problems with the approach of I&W , as we can

observe that retailers often prefer to sell their (low-price) own-brands anyway.21 Hence, it

might be that we should treat the big buyers� outside options as "inside options" instead.22

If big buyers prefer to produce and supply these store-brands, then, instead of having more

credible outside options, these buyers will have more favourable disagreement points �as they

can increase the supply of their store-brands whenever they are in a state of disagreement

with the supplier. How these inside options a¤ects short-term and long-term welfare remains

to be investigated.

There remains also some work to be done on how the "bargaining power" parameters in

the Nash product might change as the buyers grow larger. It should be questioned if it is

reasonable to believe that these parameters are equal for both small and large buyers, as is

assumed in several of the models investigated in this thesis:

W e have seen that the players� bargaining strength, in a game of alternating o¤ers, is

a¤ected by their relative (im)patience. Therefore, if there are economies of scope in bar-

gaining, so that the "bargaining costs", or the opportunity costs of bargaining, are relatively

lower for big buyers than for smaller ones, one could expect large buyers to behave more

patient in the negotiations.

Furthermore, as put forward by Inderst and Sha¤er (2005a), if the manufacturer is �nan-

cially fragile

"...even only a temporary loss of the respective revenues may seriously endanger

the supplier�s �nancial viability." (p. 9)

Hence, a �nancially vulnerable supplier should behave more impatient when negotiating

with a buyer that accounts for a large fraction of his pro�t.

These arguments are yet to be formalized. If they hold, however, then big buyers could

be expected to extract more of both incremental and total pro�ts �which will reduce the

suppliers� incentives, ceteris paribus.

21Sometimes store managers argue that in order to obtain discounts from the suppliers, the mere threat
of introducing a store-brand is not enough �the retailers need to actually introduce store-brands for it to
constitute a credible threat (Gabrielsen and Sørgard (2007) p. 415).
22In the bargaining literature, a player�s inside option is the same as his disagreement point.
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Finally, we should note that additional welfare e¤ects migth arise as both buyers and

suppliers seek to increase their relative "power". E.g., if both suppliers and buyers can

invest in activities that will increase their bargaining strength, a form of rent-dissipation in

the intermediary market might occur. How these "rent-seeking" activities, if they exist, will

a¤ect the consumers in the �nal market, should be investigated;even if both suppliers and

buyers will su¤er, the total welfare e¤ect might be either positive or negative.
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7Summary and Concluding Rem arks

This thesis set out to analyse the creation of buyer power in intermediary markets and its

e¤ects on the suppliers incentives to engage in welfare enhancing activities.

Intermediary markets are characterized by bilateral oligopoly, as often both buyers and

suppliers are few. Hence, contracts are more likely to be determined by bargaining. Game-

theoretic models of bargaining are therefore a natural starting point for identifying potential

sources of buyer power. Both axiomatic and non-cooperative models of bargaining, and the

interdependence between these models, were investigated in Section 3of this dissertation.

In Section 4we examined parts of the growing yet small literature that seeks to explain

the sources and log-term welfare e¤ects of buyer power. W e found that size discounts may

arise from a variety of reasons:

(i) Buyers with signi�cant market power contributes relatively more to total market pro�t

than buyers with less market power. These buyers may therefore be able to extract more of

total market pro�t when negotiating with the suppliers. Mergers between competing buyers

are thus a likely source of buyer power. Furthermore, as these buyers can extract more of

both total and incremental pro�t, they may hurt the suppliers� incentives.

(ii) If the supplier is risk-averse, a large buyer will contribute more per-unit to the sup-

plier�s utility than a small buyer. He should therefore receive more in the negotiations.

Stated di¤erently, the supplier�s absolute risk aversion is higher when negotiating with a

big buyer, because this buyer accounts for a relatively large fraction of the supplier�s total

pro�ts. Hence, the supplier is willing to pay more to strike a deal with this buyer. Moreover,

because big buyers also receives more of incremental pro�ts when negotiating with risk averse

suppliers, again they are likely to reduce the suppliers� incentives.

(iii) The same reasoning applies if the supplier has increasing unit costs in production.

W henever this is the case, the supplier�s pro�t is concave in the number of buyers served,

and again the per-unit contribution of a big buyer to the supplier�s pro�t is higher than the

contribution of any small buyer. Size discounts are thus likely to arise. Now the dynamic
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welfare e¤ects might be positive, however, as the presence of big buyers could increase the

supplier�s incentives to switch to a "less convex" production technology. The latter stems

from the fact that, even though big buyers are charged less for marginal costs, they may be

forced to bear more of "inframarginal" or �xed production costs. The presence of big buyers

might therefore make it more pro�table to change from a technology with low inframarginal

costs and relatively high marginal costs, to a technology with high �xed production costs

and relatively low marginal costs.

The results are not clear-cut, however, as the impact on long-term welfare depends heavily

on which type of welfare enhancing activity we are dealing with. W e should note that the

dynamic e¤ects may be negative, a) if the new technology entails a reduction in marginal

costs only, or b) if the supplier considers to introduce a new product with increasing unit

costs in production.

(iv) Size discounts may also arise if big buyers have more valuable outside options. This

will be the case if the buyers have the option to sponsor entry into the upstream industry, or

to pay a �xed cost to integrate backwards and start producing the goods themselves. Since

big buyers face higher total demand than small buyers, and as they therefore have more units

over which they can spread the �xed cost, their gain from integrating backwards is higher.

The threat of integrating backwards is therefore more likely to be credible for a big buyer.

Furthermore, when this threat is credible, the buyer will receive more in the negotiations, as

the supplier simply will buy him o¤ to prevent him from invoking his outside option. From

the latter, we can conclude that the dynamic e¤ects are positive, as the supplier now can

extract all of the gain from any invention that increases the surplus above the value of the

buyer�s outside option.

W e pointed to problems with this set-up, however, as we can observe that buyers often

prefer to start inhouse production anyway. Hence, in some instances it may be that the

buyers� outside options are better treated as "inside options". Retailing is here an apparant

example, as large retail chains often supplement the sale of branded goods with the sale of

low-price (low-quality) store-brands.

(v) The second part of Section 4assessed the e¤ects of cross-border mergers on product

variety speci�cally. Again we found size discounts to arise, as big buyers pro�tably can reduce

the number of products they hold. This strategy makes producers less di¤erentiated when

competing for the buyers� contracts �and hence they will have to give up a larger share of

their surplus to win the contract(s). Moreover, it reduces long-term welfare, as the suppliers

will choose to produce less di¤erentiated products to win the contracts of big buyers.
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The �nal article reviewed in Section 4utilized the adress approach to analyze the e¤ect

of an exogenous increase in buyer power on the supplier�s choice of product variety. As such,

this model stands out, because it fails to provide an explanation for the increase in buyer

power. The dynamic welfare e¤ects were again found to be negative, however, as an increase

in buyer power reduces the number of products supplied in equilibrium. The latter e¤ect

were mitigated by a reduction in both wholesale and �nal prices.

On the grounds of the results cited above, we concluded that no e¤ects of cross-border

mergers on buyer power are found as long as 1) market actors are risk neutral, 2) outside

options are absent, and 3) unit production costs are constant. W e then derived a newmodel in

Section 5to show that, under certain conditions of local competition, cross-border downtream

mergers may lead to a signi�cant increase in buyer power, even under assumptions 1-3. The

intuition behind the result is that, if each store has signi�cant regional market power, then

it may be unpro�table and hence di¢cult for the buyer to substitute away from a buyer

that controls stores in many markets. By contrast, it may be pro�table to exclude, or

substitute away from a buyer that operates in only a few markets �this to gain leverage in

the negotiations with the remaining (small) buyers.

Our model predicts the long-term welfare e¤ects of cross-border mergers to be quite

severe, as the supplier can extract all the pro�t from a small buyer but only half the pro�t

from a buyer that controls a sizeable number of stores. Furthermore, the manufacturer�s

incentives are steadily diminishing as the buyers grow larger.

The analysis highlights the importance of downstream competition in promoting both

short-term and long-term welfare;with a certain degree of downstream competition, the

buyer power e¤ect disappears all at once, as the buyers then will not gain leverage by merging

cross-borders.

A tentative conclusion from both the literature review and our own contribution in Section

5, is that buyer power, obtained by either local or cross-border mergers, ought to be viewed

with scepticism, as it is likely to reduce long-term welfare. The only clear exception is when

big buyers have more valuable outside options.

Yet, more research needs to be done before we can claim a comrehensive understanding of

both the sources of buyer power and its dynamic e¤ects. An interesting progression would be

to investigate how buyer power may manifest itself and a¤ect the suppliers� incentives when

the buyers supplement the sale of branded goods with the sale of low-quality store-brands.

E.g., will it increase or lessen the suppliers� incentives to increase product quality and/or

reduce production costs?
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Finally, we should ask whether additional welfare e¤ects may arise as both buyers and

suppliers seek to increase their bargaining power. As noted, if both suppliers and buyers

invest in activities that will contribute to their relative strength, a form of rent-dissipation

might occur in the intermediary market. It should be investigated how these "rent-seeking"

activities, if they exist, will a¤ect the �nal market, as the e¤ect on total welfare could be

either positive or negative.
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